Before we start the
acknowledge.

there is something VERY important to

It is in the merit of the righteous woman that we got out of
. And it is in
their
that
happened this year as well. Look around and appreciate
all that the special woman did for us to get to this point.
____________________________________________________________
. Literally that means that everything is OK.
It can also mean that everything about Yiddishkeit can be found in the
of
. It is all self contained. (2019)
____________________________________________________________
When the
was a small child, he asked his illustrious father the
why we wear a white Kittle to the
. His father replied that one
usually wears a new Kapota on
, and we wear the Kittel to keep the new
Kapota clean.
The Beis Yisrael explained this to mean that on the night of the
we gain
many new insights regarding how to serve ‘ . (This is our new Kapota.) We
must be very careful not to lose our enthusiasm for the new insights that
we have learned.
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The 15 steps of the
are to be viewed as rungs in a ladder and are
intended to move us toward a spiritual ascent on the night of Passover.
Who is on a greater spiritual level, a person on a low rung or on a high rung
of the spiritual ladder?
It depends which direction the person is moving. If the person on the low
rung is climbing and growing day by day, that means that you are spiritually
alive and engaged. Conversely, if a person on a high rung is moving
downward, you have lost spiritual elevation and may continue to sink.”
The
is an opportunity to move up and up. (Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook
2020)
____________________________________________________________
We are about to relive
, we are going to try to relive everything
that we as a nation experienced. We are a chain. But we know, that a chain
is as strong as its weakest link. If you take a chain made out of the
strongest material, and in the middle there is a twist tie, that chain is not
going to be so strong.
Are you going to be a chain or a twist tie?
____________________________________________________________
Why do we have

?

If you are going on a trip, and wake up, say I want to go here, oh, you need
reservations. Ok lets go here, oh you need to be there by 9am. The best
vacations, are the ones where you have the itinerary in front of you. You fill
your day, you can get so much if everything is preplanned. There is so
much to do tonight.
Before we start, we have to know where we are we heading, so we can get
the most of it. (2019)
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____________________________________________________________
Before the
would start his
, he asked one of his
to go
out and find some illegally smuggled Tobacco from Turkey, they went out
and brought it back to him. Then he asked them to go and bring silk and
linen that were illegally smuggled from India, and again they were able to
bring it back to him. Finally he asked his
to bring him some
.
Then went out and checked and they were not able to find any
. The
lifted his eyes towards
and cried “Look how
your people
are, the Russian government says certain things are illegal with severe
consequences, and yet all those things are available. Yet, you ‘ say, no
, and there is not even one crumb to be found!!!
____________________________________________________________
When Rav Shwadron was 9, he had hooping cough, which gives people
shortness of breath, the way they healed it, they took a kettle that was lit by
kerosine, and the child would have to inhale the vapors, as he was leaning
over it, someone knocked it over, the hot kerosine on his arm, he was
screaming from pain, they got a doctor, his arm was brown for 1 year. Now
people ask me, is this the same arm that was burnt? Of course, but in
reality it is not, because red blood cells disintegrated after 120 days. There
is not one cell in my arm that is the same from when I was a child. So why
is it the same arm? Because the cells regenerated and regenerated.
Now we can understand
, we are
obligated to view our self as WE left
. It was not even my great great
grandfather. It is the same as arm, the cells that regenerated, it is the same
arm. Here we are, it was those that came before me. We should know,
tonight we are going out of
.
____________________________________________________________
If you look at the

, there is only one,

, with a , why is that?

is a
of jumping. We were at the 49th level of
, and the next
moment we are
.
and
are connected. First we have to jump into
, we will worry about washing our self off after.
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Typically we talk about
, we start with
,
mention
(we speak about
right after the
mentioning that we are sinners?

. When do we ever
)? Why are we

The answer is that we went from
to
in one generation. The fact
that we are sinners doesn’t bother us tonight, we have to jump into
.
On

we do not eat nuts because
is
of
. Why does the
say that on
we should give our kids nuts? On
we are not
worried about that, we just have to worry about being
. (Heard from
Doni Freundlich from Rabbi Reisman
)
____________________________________________________________
The
says that
do not happen by chance, but rather there is a
to the
. Therefore we call the
, which is the night of
recounting miracles,
.
There is another
from the
as to why tonight is called the
, the
has 15 parts, corresponds to 15 steps which ascends into the
.A
table is like a altar, and so to is the
table, just like
helped us elevate
our self, so should the
help us understand the divine order and how ‘
runs the world, it should help organize your
and beliefs. (
page
1/22/02)
____________________________________________________________

When you make
you should have in mind that you are fulfilling
the first of the obligation of the 4 cups.
To begin the
, we make
and sanctify the day. The word
means special and unique. The first step to personal freedom is to
recognize that you are special. You have a distinct combination of talents,
skills and experiences that qualifies you to make a unique contribution to
the world. In Egypt, the Jews were forced to build the store-cities of Pithom
and Ramses. Why was this tortuous labor? Because these cities rested on
swamp-land, and every time the Jews built one level, it sunk into the
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ground. Slavery is a life with no accomplishment, no achievement, and no
meaning.
is being unique with the talents that we have and we have to use them
to accomplish (Rabbi Efrem Goldberg 5779)

:

We say in
,
,
when we say
, it is
that we do not only want
on
, but we want
all year round. If so, when we say
,
we don’t only mean that we want
on
, rather we want it all
year round. That is what we mean in the
, through
, we will
be
,
all year round. (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)
Drink while leaning on left side
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We know that the four cups are
the four
of
. Why do we
drink four cups of wine, and not anything else? Why not have four apples,
and include this in the questions of the
?
The purpose of the four
is not defining “freedom” in four different
ways. Rather, these are four different levels of
, with each one being a
step higher that the one before.
Therefore the
,
were
four cups of wine and not four fruit or
anything else. Because by fruit, a person enjoys his first fruit a lot more
than the second or at best they are equal. But by the third, it is already
regular to you. But it for sure does not add
. But this is not so by wine.
Every additional cup of wine makes the heart happier. And with every cup
of wine the
becomes greater. This is
the four
of
,
that each one adds more
. (Reb Shlomo Zalman Aurbach (
)
3/02)
(According to this, it is better to drink wine than grape juice, or at least the
wine should be diluted)
Wine represents the experience of the
, you have a grape which is
good, but not great (you can't make a
on it), you crush it with
enough pressure, not too much that you have pulp. Later the wine comes
out, you have to let it ferment, I.e. it has to have a good enough
environment, it has to have a good taste, not to let it become vinegar.
For the
to be great, it needs
.
are the pressure of life. We
are never given a
that we can't handle. We need just the right amount
of pressure, but not to be devastated after. The
is up to us not to go
sour. If you are poor, because of the pressure you then can become stingy
or you could become compassionate. Similarly, if your
is to be rich, you
can be stingy or compassionate. We have to make the right choice.
is going out of the stress of
, which in its inherent name is
constricted, we have to decide what we are going to do with the
, we
can be like wine or we can be like vinegar. (I heard another
from
Zaidy in
)
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What is

referring to?

Rav Hutner says that just like when a
when a
leaves, it leaves a
.

leaves, it leaves a

, so to

If when it leaves, it leaves a
, so it also makes a
when it comes in.
Rashi in the beginning of
says, what is the
that a
brings?
, splendor glory and shining. Which
of
.
A

brings those three things into our lives.

We usher
The ultimate

and thank ‘ for
is the

.

.
.

We say
, flourish, to grow. If the
grows, the
becomes a the becomes a and the becomes a that is the
.
(heard from Rabbi Noson Greenberg 2020)
____________________________________________________________
is the first of the 4 cups, there are 4 questions, 4 sons. Why is the
number 4 given so much
at the
?
The
says that there are 4 people who have to say
,
someone who recovers from a life threatening illness, someone who gets
out of jail, someone who is saved from voyage, someone who gets out of
the dessert.
When we were taken out of
, they correspond to the four who have to
say
. illness-we were slaves, deprived, tortured, barley livable
conditions, there were terrible diseases, by freeing us, ‘ helped us emerge
from this danger.
We were freed from jail, not every jail has to have bars on it,
jail for us.
We were saved from sea,
7

was a

We crossed the dessert, we went from sea into dessert, which is
dangerous, ‘ took care of his needs,
, all the things we want to thank ‘ for, 4 is very appropriate, they
were included in how ‘ saved us.

Wash your hands without making
We do this so we can act the way that they did in the
where they made
their hands
before they touched a wet vegetable, so you should make
a point to touch the vegetable with your hand, if you are going to use a fork,
then there is no point of washing.
What is connection to
, we are not
on this all year, so why of all
nights are we careful tonight not to touch vegetable that have liquid on it?
On a deeper level, there is a direct connection, we are celebrating freedom,
a free man has the ability to dream, a slave goes day in and day out, and
there is no hope for a better future, it will just frustrate the person. We got
freedom, we can think about things, we are in
, we are not in
with
, but on the night of
, we dream of a better future, when
will be a part of every day life, that we can only do because we are
free, and we became free on
night, it is connected to result of
.
(Rabbi Dovid Gotleib)

Take a vegetable and dip it into salt water, be careful to take a piece
that is less than a
so you won’t be
in a
. When you
make the
, have in mind to fulfill your
of
of
.
You should not lean when you eat

is backwards for

, 600,000 people doing hard work. Why not call
8

it,

?

What did the
do? They made the men do the job of the women, and
the women do the job of the men. They made us to backward jobs. It is
most appropriate that we call that work, in a backwards way. (Rabbi Zweig)
____________________________________________________________
Why do vegetable play a role? No
since when do they play a central role?

on a

level on vegetables,

The
says, that tonight we take things that are usually pushed
aside and make it special, tonight everything is special.
____________________________________________________________
The first time we dip on
night, we dip a potato or celery into salt water;
something that is not bitter into something that is bitter. Then we go
through the entirety of
. And when we come out on the other side of
we dip something bitter,
into something that is sweet, Charoses. Why
the change? Why the switch?
The Ben Ish Chai cites a Chidah, and the Chidah says over in the name of
the Chacham who told him a medrash. Shlomo HaMelech, the wisest of all
men called in a fellow and asked him to make a ring for him. "On the ring
should be a sign and a symbol that encapsulates all my wisdom". The man
looked at him and said, "Shlomo HaMelech, how can I possibly do that?
How can I possibly put all your wisdom on to a ring?" He said "Very easy.
Three simple words. Gam Zeh Ya'avor". This too shall pass. If I'm winning
every battle, if things are going great, if I'm flying sky high, then chas
v'shalom, Gd forbid I should never get carried away with myself and think
that I can do no wrong. Because sometimes when you are doing great,
you'll then come crashing to the ground and things might be very difficult
for you. And then once again things will turn better. A person will realize
that when things are going great, gam zeh ya'avor, it won't last forever. And
when things are going terrible, gam zeh ya'avor this too shall pass. It won't
last forever.
The Jewish people entered
. Beforehand, they were flying high. They
thought perhaps they could do no wrong, nothing is going to happen to
them. But gam zeh yaavor, this too shall pass. They enter
and reach
9

a point of despair and almost hopelessness, but when they come out on
the other end, they realize this won't last forever, gam zeh ya'avor. And
things turn sweet again.
A great lesson for every day of our lives. Someone is having all the
success in the world, don't let it get to your head because gam zeh ya'avor.
Things can change quickly. And Gd forbid if someone is having a tough
time, don't ever lose hope. Gam zeh yaavor, things will be sweet again
before you know it.

The
(
) says in the name of the name
that
stands for
. Meaning,
did hard work. The question is, the
(
) says that
is included in that calculation, and
did
not work?
We find a similar question by the
in
(. ) where
said to the
that we should get paid the wages of 600,000 workers
who worked in
. Why is
included, they did not work? (
)
____________________________________________________________
stands for the foods that you can use for this
-carrot
-radish
-potato/parsnip/parsley
-celery
(heard from Rabbi Isaac Rosen)

.

also stands for

The
in
(: ) says that they skinned the
and put the
animal back in the skin, and then put the animal on their shoulders, and
says this was like the
. Why do we do things like the Arabs?
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Reb Yakov Emden says in the name of Reb Shlomo Kluger says that this is
to remind us of the sale of
to the
because of the
.
Because the
(:
) says that the jealousy between
and his
brothers, is what caused us to end up in
.
On the
night, the first thing that is different is the
.
at the
end of the 6th
of
says that the
is to remind us of the
that was dipped.
We say
That is
Why call it

. But how did we get to
? It all started with
, to remind us of
. This is act 1 scene one.
? Call it

.

?

in the beginning of
it says ( , )
,
says,
.
means fine cloth. Like by
, it says ( ,
)
, were hanging from his walls. Over here
does not
mean vegetable. What does the
have to do decorations? Rather
means wool, and we dip it to remind us of
. (Heard from Dovid
Urbach 3/04)
There is a nice addition to this from Rav Goldwicht. By
, we break the
, put part of it away, to symbolize
splitting from brothers, and then at
the end you bring it back together,
and brothers, bringing brother back
into the scene. That is the
in
, where it says
.
, which is hidden, it will be revealed. That is why
is called
. (Rabbi Shlomo Einhorn)

Break the middle
for the
.

. Take the smaller part, and leave the bigger half

We split the
in two, to indicate that the
has two parts, one about
the redemption from
and the other is about the redemption to come,
the final and ultimate redemption. The future redemption, the bigger and
11

complete one, is hidden. We do not know when it will come. Therefore, the
larger piece of
that alludes to this greater redemption is the
,
which we eat later on in the
by
(meaning hidden).
____________________________________________________________

Why do we break the middle
to allude to the “Bread of poverty” that we
ate in
, considering that they middle
corresponds to , and the
tribe of was not enslaved?
It is to teach us that even though the tribe of was not enslaved, they
were heartbroken over the suffering of their brothers. (Reb
Hagada
Page 64)
I want to add to this the following.
Why didn’t
include
wanted to get rid of

in the
.

? He was not a nice guy? He

saw through astrology, that the savior for the Jews is going to come
from
, he said I got it, I wont work the leader, by extension whoever
the leader is wont do any work,
, if you don’t
feel the others pain, you will not be a effective leader. you cant lead without
feeling someones pain, greatest way to be an infective leader, is not to feel
pain (
)
If you went through a difficult situation, take that experience and become a
leader in that area, learning, social, Shiduchim, you can become a quality
leader in that area. (2020)

A common theme of the
is that we are majesty, but we are also still
enslaved. We break that middle
, to remember we are broken and
there are broken moments in life.
But we recover that second broken part, one is set aside to be the
12

.

Who brings back that broken peace? The children. Who makes us whole,
we have difficulties, threats, we feel broken, what gives us the strength to
persevere? Who is going to bring back that other peace to make that
whole? The Children. Who gives us the strength to persevere through
difficult times? It is the children.
This is what
is teaching us. (5779)
____________________________________________________________
Why do we break the
broken?

at the table, why not bring them to the table

The
say that the three
represent the
, which
represents your desires. It is our job to break our desires. It is not big deal if
you have a broken heart, we are supposed to break our own. (Rabbi
Horowitz 1/08)

The Satmar Rav, says that
symbolizes, that before you become holy,
you need to break away the negative, remove the
, break away the
rift raft that made it into our group. You cant build a holy society with those
pulling you down.
Right then a student from the 11th grade class jumped up and said a
different
. We don’t throw away that other half, we guard it, put away
and bring it back for the most important part of the
. It is teaching us that
there are times where a person needs to take a step away, where he
needs a time out, but he needs to be watched, you need to keep an eye on
them. But then you bring them back. (Just like brothers sent
away, he
was brought back) (Heard from Rabbi Shlomo Einhorn)

When I went to Poland in 1996, I met a survivor by the name of Shmele
Halperin. I went to his house for
, his wife brought him fish, then went
back into the kitchen to get fish for the rest of the guests. Right away, he
devoured the fish. I asked him, what’s the rush? He told me that even
though it has been more than 50 years since the concentration camp, and
13

even though he knows that his kitchen is full of food, he still has ingrained
in him to eat whatever food he sees, since he is not sure if there is going to
be a next meal.
The reason why we put away
is because a real free person is able to
save, he does not have to spend it all right away, he can put away some for
later. Because a key to freedom is to anticipate the future and make it
real. The definition of maturity is the ability to trade a lower pleasure now
for a higher pleasure later. Children lack this perspective and demand
instant gratification. (Why not eat 10 candies now? Because you’ll get a
stomach-ache later!) The challenge of adulthood is training ourselves to
look at the long-term consequences. “Who is the wise man? The one who
sees the future.” We break the middle
, not for now, but for later.
Because true freedom is a long-term proposition (Rav Steinwertzels father)

The main point of retelling the story each year is to realize that the
that
was done in earlier generations is not divorced from us today. The
that
was done back then was not an isolated incident,
. The
that
was done at
still effects us today. This is why we do
, we
revisit the broken piece at the end to show how it was all connected.
Why do we break the

in half to start the

?

We break the
to emulate the conduct of our ancestors in
(And
maybe even to show who WE ARE). Those who had more to eat broke
their bread and shared it with others who had less.
, the act of breaking
the
in half is a symbol of
, loving kindness. Even under the harshest
conditions the Jew had mercy and shared his meager rations with his
fellow brothers and sisters. (Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik)
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There was a custom in Belz, that the Rebbetzin would lift up the
, since
we have to remember that it was
that we were taken out
of
.

We call out
, ‘all who are hungry’ come and join our
.
This is followed by second call,
, ‘all who are in need’ join
our
.
What is the difference between those two invitations?
This second invitation is not addressed to those in need of food; we have
already reached out to them with the first phrase. Rather, here we are
inviting those who are lonely, those in need of companionship and
friendship. We Jews, who were slaves in
and have suffered in the
hands of countless oppressors, unfortunately know all too well the feeling
of being forsaken and abandoned. On the night of the
we open our
doors with warmth and love embracing all those in need. (Rabbi Joseph B.
Soloveitchik 2020)

Why do we start off with
to join?

, and only then do we invite everybody

Someone once came to Reb
and asked him a question, and Reb
gave him an answer. The man replied that the answer was not like a
. Reb
said, you are right, but this is what you should do. The man
again said but it is not like a
? Reb
said trust me this is
what you should do. The man walked away and came back with a
and
showed Reb
, look Rebbe this is not like the
. Reb
answered, I know, I learnt this
296 times, but you should do like I
told you.
15

How does someone like Reb
shoulders, have time to learn a

, who had all of
296 times?

's worries on his

We live in a physical world, with physical limitations. But if you involve
yourself with
, then those physical limitations are removed. How is it
possible that if you are expecting 10 guests, and the husband brings home
15, that there is enough food? Because you are involved in
, those
physical borders are removed. You can keep on scooping out of the pot
and there will be enough food.
Because Reb
was so involved with
, it is because he was so
involved with
that his physical limitations were removed. Now he
was not limited by time, he could learn as much as he wants.
If we start off with
, then we are starting off with
, we are
not limited by physical limitations, now we can say anyone who wants to
come and eat, is welcome. (
Rabbi Wachsman) 5/04)

Anyone who wants, come and join us.
This sounds insincere. Your door is closed, your windows are closed and
you scream out, anyone want a meal? We have plenty of room at the table,
pull up a chair!
We are really talking to our selves.
The

says, that the

tells us who we are.

-might not be for potential guests, but for ourselves, its a
mission statement, a message for our family about what we stand for.
We are people who welcome guests, we are people who see food as a
means to satisfy others, we wont enjoy ourselves if we aren’t providing joy
to others.
If you sit down, fancy crystal, silver Becher, good wine, royal table, and
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you don’t have any guests, if all of your freedom that you have been
blessed to have is saved for your self, that is not freedom.
If you are collecting money for worthy causes, some people cant let go of
their money. On one hand they are saying that they just made a lot of
money and they are indulging in one luxury after the other. Then when you
ask them to contribute to Tomchey Shabbos, they say, well you know, it is
not really all that good, I do, I want, I wish.
You are not wealthy, if you cant part with it. You don’t own your money,
your money owns you. You don’t own your material possessions, the
possessions own you.
Freedom is the ability to share with guests. You host events, if you cant
part with it, that is the opposite to freedom.
We are connecting the beginning of the statement to the end.
, whoever is hungry come and eat, whether it is genuine or
not genuine.
, if we are able to part with what we have, then we are
truly free people.
We are defining who we are. We are free. What does it mean to be free?
To be able to share. That is what we are as Jews. People who have no
problem giving of what that have to others. (Rabbi Efrem Goldberg 5779)
I wanted to add the following.
The
begins with an invitation to those in need to join us in our homes
for the
. This is an act of kindness and
. We begin the
this way
because the moment we were freed from slavery our true essence could
emerge. As soon as we reenact the story of our liberation we engage in the
act most characteristic of us as people: feeding the hungry.(Rabbi
Abraham Isaac Kook 2020)

What is the connection between anyone wanting to eat and us being in
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next year?

The best
from ‘ is if you show
, there is a
in
and in heart, when you open
in heart, there is a direct line to
if you open that gate, you have to open your gate.

, so

, if you are hungry come and eat, you are showing
,
once your is open, so in
is also open, so the best thing that any jew
can ask fro is to be in
next year. (Rav Ahron Leib-from Rav Ephraim
Eliyahu 5779)

It seems from the
of the
that the reason why we should eat
tonight, besides the fact like we say later on, that we eat
since the
dough did not have time to rise when we were leaving, we also eat
,
because that is what we ate when we were slaves in
.
That is
we ate in
slaves.

in

, that is the food that
, not only when we were redeemed, but even when we were

That is why there are two
on the words
, 1)
, meaning the bread of poor, and also 2)
we praise the
that we ate when we were redeemed.

,

There is one small problem, why over here is there only one reason
mentioned,
, when we were slaves, and later
on, only the mention of the
that we ate when we were redeemed (
)?
It could be that in the beginning of the night, we are trying to feel the
slavery, and as the night goes on, we are trying to feel the freedom. like the
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(.
are for

) says, the first two cups are for
. (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)

and the last two

Why are we starting off the
with this question?
It sounds like a joke, no one is going to come now anyhow?
Why are we saying this in Aramaic?
In order to be able to eat a
, you need to have been included
before it was Shected. We are bringing out the point that this
is not like
any
, since there is no
now, even now, during the meal, you
can join.
That is why we say it in Aramaic, to remind us of the
from Aliza Shapiro
)

of

. (Heard

What would be the deal if a person did not want to have guests, he can’t
afford it, he thinks that they will be a bad influence, how can he say,
anyone who wants to come, is welcome?
The
.
said,

explains that this what our fathers were saying when they were in
,
, and then they
.

With this we can explain something else. There is a
that only people
who were invited while the animal was alive, are allowed to participate
(:
), so how now, during the meal, can you invite others to join the
meal? But according to what we said before, this is not what we are saying
now, rather we are quoting what was said by our fathers in
, when
they were leaving. (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)

Why do we invite people once the meal already started? That is not an
invitation?
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The
is not a regular
meal.
we are the guest of honor. We are
celebrating us being saved. You know what a guest of honor does at the
party? He invites people he wants. They ask you, who do you want us to
invite. Even though we say a guest can not invite a guest. But the guest of
honor is really the
. The
is not only the one who pays for it, but
the one whose honor is being shown.
night, everyone who comes to
the
is the guest of honor. Not only did we survive, the experience, we
are now better (because we can use the negative for the positive).
The reason why we invite people now is so that we can set the tone before
, that we are all guests of honor. It is not to invite people from the
outside, hopefully they got a meal already, which means that we can speak
differently. You can speak up more. There might be some one sitting at the
head of the table, he might have even paid for the meal, but tonight we are
all the guests of honor. That is the feeling that we have to have on
.
That might be why we spill the wine. On
we don't go out of our way to
make the guest feel more comfortable. Tonight we are all the guest of
honor. It doesn't make a difference who paid for the meal. The meal should
not be a lecture. Everyone should be involved because we are all guest of
honor. (Rabbi Zweig (from CD)
____________________________________________________________

The
in
(. ) says that a person should not make their requests in
Aramaic for Rebbe Yochanan says “whoever makes their requests in
Aramaic; the Ministering Angel is not bound to it for he does not
understand this language.” Why at the
, an evening on which we
essentially ask for the redemption did we institute to say this opening
invitation in Aramaic?
R. Yissachar Dov of Belz explains that the
(:
) says that when we
go to visit a sick person, one is able to pray in Aramaic because the Divine
Presence is above his or her head and therefore the petitioner does not
need a ministering angel to bring the prayer to G-d. The
(
)
states – that when a poor person stands at the door, the Divine Presence is
there as well. When we say "
" – ‘ is standing there! ‘ is
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with us at the
.
____________________________________________________________

Every
begins with a plea:
, Every
that
we have ever experienced is just a shadow of the ideal
. A proper
should include the
and Festival offerings. But "this year" it
is not that way.
The truth of the matter is that the
also ends with this same theme,
. The reason why our
will not include a
offering
this year is because the
was destroyed. Our Sages teach us that the
Second
was destroyed because of
. We are taught that the
will not be rebuilt until we somehow correct the defect of
and
divisiveness.
If that is the case, why are we not prompted somewhere during the
to address this sin of
? If the
in fact includes the request that
next year we should be in the Land of Israel and in Jerusalem, why are we
not told exactly how to take corrective action to make that happen? We
should be explicitly taught to remedy our behavior of
.
The
says that there is such a notion in the
. He says that this
is alluded to by the question "Why is it that on all other nights we do not
even dip once, and on this night we dip twice?"
The first dipping on the night of the
(into the salt water) reminds us of
the first place that "dipping" is mentioned in Jewish History, when the
brothers dipped the coat of
,
[
]. This is the prototype of the sin of
,
which has plagued us throughout the generations.
The second dipping at the
(into the
dipping that we find mentioned in the
[

]. This

) corresponds to a second
:

refers to the dipping into the blood of
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the
offering. That dipping was the first step of painting the door
posts and lintels of their homes with the sign of blood in order to save them
from the
on the night of their deliverance from
.
It is no coincidence, says the
, that the
uses the language of
regarding the second dipping. The word
comes from the root
word
, which means unity. Thus, the dipping of unity, which took place
at the end of the Jewish Nation's stay in
, was a remedy for the
dipping of
, which had triggered their descent into
.
This concept symbolizes that we too will emerge from our current exile,
which was also triggered by
, with unity and harmony amongst
ourselves. {This could be also why we start off the
by saying
, we want to bring everybody together} (Rabbi Frand
)
____________________________________________________________

We start off by inviting guests, they feel bad, that they have to rely on
others. The first thing that we tell them is, we were like this also, we also
had to rely on others. We made it through, and you will as well, there is
light at the end of the tunnel.
____________________________________________________________

Q Why do we make
man when we are still in

while sitting and reclining like a free
now?

A When we were in
it was a set
and we were not able to bring
the end closer. It is not so by us now where it is in our hands to bring the
closer. Like
say in
(. )
says
is so great that it
brings the
closer.
That is why it says
.(
page 41) 4/16/00)
____________________________________________________________
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One year on Pesach, Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau led a
for soldiers of the
Israeli air force and their families. There were about one hundred and fifty
men, women, and children, including pilots and other army personnel. It
was a tremendous challenge to engage such a large crowd for an extended
period without a microphone.
Rabbi Lau began reciting the opening paragraph of Maggid, Ha lachma
anya, and translating each phrase into Hebrew. As soon as he completed
the paragraph, a soldier stood up and raised his hand. Rabbi Lau looked at
the base commander unsure whether he should accept the question. They
had just begun and still had a long way to go. The commander replied that
the soldier was mature and serious, and he should be allowed to ask.
The young soldier began, “Honored Rabbi, as I listened to your explanation
of the paragraph, I had the feeling that the words are antiquated and
inapplicable. You said, “This year we are here; next year in . This year
we are slaves; next year we will be free men” I was born in
and have
lived my entire life here. I was born into a democracy and never knew of
anything different. If those opening words don’t apply anymore, perhaps
the entire
is also outdated and antiquated!?”
Every eye in the room was locked on Rabbi Lau. He calmly replied, “I
personally knew Rabbi Lazer Shach, Rabbi Elya Lopian, and Rabbi
Shlomo Zalman Aurebach. These great men never allowed an untruth to
escape their lips and they were honest to a fault. Yet, with my own ears, I
heard them reciting the vidui (confession) prayers on
, “For the sin that
we sinned before you”. Each of them then proceeded to list a litany of sins
that I am absolutely sure they never committed. Some of the sins they
enumerated are so severe that one must sacrifice his life so as not to
transgress them. How could such great men have made false statements
on the holiest day?
“The answer is they weren’t only praying for themselves. Our problem is
that it’s always about me, me, me! But they were praying on behalf of the
entire Jewish nation. They did not only worry about their own fate on the
day of judgement, but also that of their fellow Jews who may have
committed severe sins.
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“The same is true about the opening words of the
. You may have
indeed been born into freedom in this Holy Land, but what about the rest of
your fellow Jews? What about the Jews in the
who don’t have that
privilege? What about Jews living under persecution among hateful
enemies? What about the myriads of Jews who don’t have
, wine, and
a
plate before them tonight?
“We have to stop thinking only about ourselves. We are a nation that
endures through unity and love for each other. What better way is there
than to commence the
by thinking about our fellow Jews? The
’s
timeless words indeed apply today as much as ever.”
With that Rabbi Lau proceeded.

Pour the second cup

is all about preparation, that is why it says
? It is
, from all the other night that you prepared for this night, that is going
to make tonight different (
) (2018)
The reason why we ask so many questions on
, is because real
freedom is the ability to ask. (Rabbi Rothwachs 4/04)

We usually translate this as, why is tonight different than all other nights?
As Jews with
, that is not the way that we should be looking at this.
We should not question why ‘ does things. We should translate it, What is
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different about tonight? (Heard from Rav Schorr 2020)

Why do we recite a
questions on the holiday of
big questions.

only on the night of
? Why not pose these
? In reality,
is the time to ask the real

On all other nights of the year we sit in our warm and comfortable homes.
Why on
when we leave our houses and seek refuge into a temporary
structure, do we not question anything? Surely this is puzzling to any child.
Yet, we do not raise such inquiries.
However, on the night of
, we pack up and leave our homes. This is
something our people have had to do throughout the ages. Countless
times, Jews both currently and historically, have had to pack up at a
moment’s notice and run for their lives to a different city, country or
continent. Most times with nothing more than the shirts on their back. They
had to escape because of attacks, pogroms and Anti-Semitism.
May we be
once more to be a people with a permanent residence in
Jerusalem with our beautiful rebuilt
. (5779)
____________________________________________________________
According to the
(
.
), the question of
dipping is, why do we dip now? Meaning we usually don’t dip before the
.
____________________________________________________________

Why is this
different than all other
, why are we in this
for so
long? On all other nights we eat
and
, we have high points and low
points, tonight it is all low points, only
. Tonight is all
, it is all bitter.
The answer is, the next question, tonight we are dipping, we are dipped
into
. We are not focused properly.
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Tonight we only recline, we are relaxed, we are comfortable where we are
spiritually. We should be constantly yearning. Like we say in
,
when it comes to
, we look at those that are
greater than us, and we want to be like them, but when it comes
, we
look at those that are less than us, and we are happy, that we are better
than them, they come late and leave early etc, I learn for two hours and he
learns for one hour.... it should be just the opposite
.(
)
____________________________________________________________

It says in
,( )
, the miracle of
started to occur. The
says, this happened on the first night of
.
When we read in the
, it is an acronym for
. Why is tonight
different from all other nights, it’s because tonight is when the miracle of
occurred. (
)
____________________________________________________________

This question does not seem to have an answer, the question is why ‘
designated this night to command us to eat
, and the answer is, on
THIS night we left
, since the night was the beginning of the
(.
).
Yet this answer seemingly no found in the
? (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)
____________________________________________________________

The first question of the
is why we eat
tonight. But didn’t we
just say in the previous paragraph that the reason we eat
is because
we are remembering what our forefathers ate in
?
Rav Sorotzkin answers that the question isn’t simply why we eat
. The
question is why we only eat
and not any
? Wouldn’t it be wiser to
eat both
and
to show the contrast between what we can eat now
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while we are rich and what we were forced to eat back then when we were
slaves? Don’t we often see contrasts during the
;
and other
vegetables, leaning and drinking wine, etc.
Now that we understand the first question of the
let us understand
the answer to this question. The
itself provides the contrast we are
seeking. On the one hand it was poor mans bread during our enslavement
in
which symbolizes our slavery, and on the other hand it was also
the bread we ate in our rush to leave
which symbolizes our freedom.
Therefore the
itself shows us the contrast, and we have no need to eat
.(
R. Zlotnick)
____________________________________________________________

The

(
is

) says that on
you are allowed to eat
that on
it is
to eat
.

, the

It seems from the

that on the
it is
, because it says
, which seems to infer that even on
it is
.(
)
____________________________________________________________

According to the
(
) who says that you need to dip the
in salt,
why isn’t the question, why do we dip three times? And according to the
, who says that you don’t need to dip the
in the salt, how can the
son say
, you always do need to dip the bread in
the salt.
The truth is, if you say that you don’t have to dip the salt, rather sprinkle it,
then you do not have a question. Even if you do dip the
in salt, it is not
considered
, since you only find in
the title
into something
which is moist or something which flows.
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But according to the
, who says that
needs to by dipped into
,
if so, there is another dipping (this is not a question on the
, since he
does not require
to be dipped into
) (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)
____________________________________________________________

Why does it say that 2 times, according to the
in
, and
?

it is three times?

,

Maybe he does not count,
? Since that is only to get the children to
ask, so it is not counted as a dipping. (which is interesting, since it would
come out that the question is on something that they did not see yet).
Maybe it is referring to the dips, on other nights we don’t have to have a
certain amount of dips. Here we have 2 dips on the table, salt water and
.
There is a different
about
of
. The
does not count
, since that dipping is only a health reason, to remove
. But it would
not have a status of dipping. Why tears over here?
does not
mean hard work. Men were doing womens work and women were doing
mens work. It was work that breaks a person. Crying (Rabbi Zweig)
____________________________________________________________

Women and a
are not obligated in
, so why does it say
?(
)
____________________________________________________________

( ,
The

)
on this

says (

),
.
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Why, when we are leaving and running away from
, do we need to
lean? This is seemingly a contradiction to what we are trying to accomplish,
we are trying to run away from the
, why are we stopping and leaning?
We want to get away as quick as possible?
The
seemingly tells us straight out why ‘ took us in a round about
way, in order so that we would not want to return to
. So why do
take it out of context, and say that it is referring to leaning?
The
(
) asks, why didn’t the Jews turn and fight back with
the
, we would have out numbered them, why didn’t we turn around
and wipe them out?
He answers that, up until now we were slaves, we had the nature of slaves,
we could not turn around and fight with our “masters”, a slave who has
nature embedded in him to be a slave, cant turn around and attack his
master.
The
in the
is that ‘ took around so that we would not want to go
back to
, the reason why we would have wanted to go back
is
because we had that nature ingrained in us.
So ‘ started to change our nature, he started to get us to feel like free
people, he has us leaning like free people, he wanted us to feel like free
people again, “as if” we were sitting like free people.
That is why we have to eat tonight with
, that we should feel like free
people, and through the leaning, we will get to that feeling of being free.
(Rav Nevenztals Hagada)

(
The

on this

says (

)

),
.

Because in every generation there is a new understanding of
not only in every generation, but even in every person. A person's
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,
of

is an expression of
and this
can only be explained
and understood by himself. So every person has to lean because that is
his expression of
.(
page
1/22/02 )

(
The

on this

says (

)

),
.

What does ' leading us in a roundabout journey have to do with the
we are supposed to lean on
?

that

the
of leaning should not apply to
, because being that they
are poor, why should they act like a king? Rather the
of
from
is in
, because
. ' taking us in a
roundabout way around the
was to make many miracles in order to
be
ourselves in
and to implant it within
for future
generations, up to the point where every person is obligated to see himself
as if he left
. Which is to feel real freedom, which is not being tied
down to any
of
. Therefore from here we learn that leaning on
is based upon freedom which is defined by our capability to attain
, and thus is also applies as well to an
.
The
gives another answer.
Reclining symbolizes
, freedom, since kings sit in a reclining fashion.
But there is a deeper meaning in leaning. When someone leans, he is
supporting himself on something. When he is being supported, he doesn’t
worry. When a person leans on a chair or bed, the object he is leaning on
supports him.
The
of the
night is for a person to lean on ‘ to the point that he
can say the words (
)
, I relied on you from my
birth.
This is the

of
at the
. After we have come to clear
in
, we have no need to worry, because we trust and lena on ‘ .
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(
page
1/24/02 from
Touched By our story page 100)

) (The last answer was found in

(
The

on this

says (

)

),
.

What is the connection between the
in a round about way,
and the

, between the fact that ‘ took us
?

When the Yidden left
, it says,
,
which means
, even those leaders and rulers who are on top
of the world, are still
to their worldly desires and needs, like it says
in
( )
, and you can see a king or ruler whose desire
and needs remove him from recognizing ‘ , and you can see from the
wives of
, and because of that there is no
. Real
is like
, they were completely free from the needs of the worldly
pleasures and needs.
So ‘ took us out of
into
, with the intent that we should have
no worries and no physical needs, so ‘ took us through the
,
, that is real
,
.
That is how we can learn
, just
like a king during the
, because we are learning from here that
is
someone who runs the world and not someone who the world runs him,
and we can have a poor person can be a real
, and his life a life of
, and because of this he has to lean (
).
_______________________________________________________
Q Why don’t we ask other differences of the
, i.e. on all other nights of
we eat right after
? Tonight we pour a second cup and say a lot of
things and say
, aren't these big differences as well? What about the
fact that we usually don’t have four cups of wine?
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There is another difference that could be asked as well, we don’t have the
? (In the
in
(. ) it says that when the
was
around, they did ask this difference.)
A A change can happen in one of three ways, like
say
(. ) in
regards to a
“it is lacking, adding, or switched”, which means it is
missing something, something was added or something was switched. We
find that in the
we have these three differences. 1) Adding- usually we
don’t dip and tonight we dip twice. 2) Lacking- usually we can eat
and
and tonight we can only eat
. 3) Switching- usually we eat all
vegetables and tonight we eat
.
These three questions deal with the differences in the meal. The fourth
question deals with change in man. Leaning deals with heart, all year we
have no reason to have haughtiness and tonight we are supposed to show
a symbol of our freedom. So we don’t need to mention any other difference
because they are all included in these four categories. (
Page )
____________________________________________________________
The
say
The

(

) says, the son or wife should say the
, then you
and the rest of the people do not need to say the
.
(
) says,
, it comes out that the son is not asking the
, rather the son
asks whatever is bothering him. The
, the one who is saying the
,
he is the one who is saying the
. It comes out that in today's time
where we don't have a
to be
everyone, everybody is
to read
the
. It comes out that according to the
, there are two
. First
of all, the son has to ask the questions that are bothering him, this is
learned out from the
of
( ,
), each kid asks
according to his level and own way, because the
speaks to the
. and furthermore, the
of
, needs to be transmitted
through in a question and answer form, therefore the
says that also
the
says the
so the
will be in a question and
answer form.
The
ask a question, how can the son ask a question on things he
did not see yet (I.e. we did not eat
and
yet, we did not dip two
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times).
since the son sees a table with
and
, the son will
understand from what he sees, that we will be eating
and
, dipping
twice (even according to the
who holds that even
is dipped in
, the son will understand from the fact that
was left over, that
there is going to be another dipping).
But according to what the
said, that the son does not say the
, rather the
says it, there is no question. Because really the son
does not ask on the questions of the night, since he did not see them yet,
rather he only asks on what is bothering him. The
is the one who asks
the four questions because he knows what is going to happen after. (
4/17/03)

The
are uncovered from now until after
the cup of wine
)

(besides when we lift

Why do we say we were slaves and not that our fathers were slaves like
we do by
, “that this
made our fathers lives bitter in
”?
Because in every generation we are obligated to see ourselves as if we
were freed from
.(
(
page 29) 4/1/01)
____________________________________________________________

Q Why does the preparation of getting closer to ' need to be preceded by
?
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A This is all to get us accustomed to being humbled and lowered. Because
if we reach high levels without first being in bondage, the new
accomplishments will not settle in us.
So too, all the bad in the world, is there to humble a person. Similarly we
find many times that before a great redemption, there are difficult times. All
this is so that a person will be able to accept the good through humility.
Furthermore, the purpose of
was to be
upon
us, if
was placed upon us while we were free, we would not have
accepted it with complete subjugation. Therefore first we were enslaved in
to accustom us to being humble, then we will be able to accept
with
.(
(
page ))
____________________________________________________________

Q1 Why does the
say we were slaves and ' took us out. Then later
talk about slavery and redemption. Why not first speak out all slavery and
then speak about all of the redemption?
Q2 "
reading the

“ How do we do fulfill this by
?

Me
A1 Lets say someone is in an accident and hurts his neck. There are two
ways he can get healed, either through a slow process or quick and
immediate. The difference is whether or not you remember what it is like
not to be able to move your neck. If it is a slow process you will not. But if
the healing happens very quickly, you will see an immediate difference. So
the
says we were slaves and ' took us out right away. It was not a
slow process. We remembered right away that we were slaves.
So why do we explain it again later on?
Reb Shmuel
A2 If someone is in a tragic accident and you rescue him, the first thing
they say is “we were flying, we crashed, but now we are OK”. Then
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everything settles and he calms down. He goes on to explain how he was
flying, then the weather turned stormy, the engine failed, and then people
came over and rescued them. The way we read the
is the way a
person who survived a traumatic experience would say it over. (Reb
Shmuel Brazil 3/99)
____________________________________________________________

Obviously if ' did not take us out, who would've taken us out?
in
, asks, how did
revive
, he was a
so how was
he able to be
for a ?
answers that for
you are allowed
to. It is known that the Jews sunk to the 49th level of
while they were
in
, had we not been taken out at that moment, we would have sunk to
the 50th level and
there would never have been a
for us.
The
in
(. ) says, a
asked, your G-d is a
, so after he
buried
, with what did he
? ( " says that the fact that he became
for the Jews is not a
, because we are called
). Why didn't
he ask, how could ' go into
?
was filled with
. Rather it
must be that
is different.
Now the
of the
is can be understood in a different light.
,
and ' took us out himself. How was he able to be
? Therefore the end
says,
, we would not have been redeemed. Because we
would have fallen to the 50th level of
, therefore it is
,
therefore it was
for ' to come down and be
himself for us. (
(
purple
page
) 3/27/03)
____________________________________________________________

We are all familiar with the idea that the reason the redemption needed to
be done with such haste is because the
had steeped to the the
th
49 level of
. Had they remained any longer they would have reached
the fifteenth level and would not have been able to be redeemed. Reb
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Leibele Eiger asks how can we say that had the
lower they would have not been able to go out of
anything,?

stooped any
, ‘ can do

Reb Leibele explains that surely ‘ could have redeemed them even if they
sank any lower but they would have lost all remnants of spirituality in them.
Meaning that had they sunk any lower, a subsequent redemption would
have lost all spiritual traces to our holy
.
There would have been a completely new start very similar to what ‘
suggested to
at the time of the
. The 50th level of
would have
erased all connection to the
of the
. We would have been no
different than the
which comes from the
of
(nothing).
The other nations are not rooted in anything. This is why
is
.
Reb Avrahahm Schor expounds on this idea by saying that the
(dough)
that
left
with is symbolic of the
the pure matter from
which we are constructed. Amazingly
has a gematria of 192 which
equals
, the three expressions of blessing which are mentioned
by the
. Sure enough we mention
in Bentching every time
we eat dough. (Rav Eytan Feiner)
____________________________________________________________

How is it possible that we would still be enslaved? How long do people last
in slavery, 2, 3,4 generations? Then the Empire falls? Chaim Bennet told
me that the
asks, why does it start off with the term
and
finish of with
?
Even though we would not have been politically under their control, we
would have been culturally under them. We would not have been
to
them now, we would have been
to them.
The
gives a different answer. He says, if not for ‘ for taking us out
with His might through the awesome exhibition of His control of all nature
through the ten plagues, but if He would have just put a thought in
’s
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head, granted we would have not been slaves we would have been free
men, yet we would still be forever enslaved to
and would have a
tremendous gratitude to
for letting us go psychologically, we would
have still have been enslaved to
. By ‘ displaying his might in this
fashion and forcing
to let us out we only have gratitude to ‘ and are
completely free, not physically slaves nor emotionally enslaved to
.
(Zaidy
)
____________________________________________________________

The
says (.
) if you don’t have a wife or son, you ask yourself.
Even two
have to ask each other. How can you have the same
for a
as you do for a little kid and wife? What is the purpose of
asking yourself?
The purpose of the night is to put the truth about
into your heart.
So even if in
he is a
, in his heart he is still a
and like a
child (a is emotion not
). You should know, putting the truth into the
heart, you should explain the language and manner to a
in same way
and language as you would to a kid. This is a
in '
. (Reb
Dessler (
Page ) 4/1/01)
____________________________________________________________

If they are

, what is the point of saying it over?

What is the difference between the
night) and the
of
?

of

(which we have every

is for
, to know. We have to constantly remind our self.
is to
feel it, to relive it (...
). On
we have to relive and
reexperience
. Like the
(
) says, part of
the
of
is
to
for having taken us of
.
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That is why even
we have a
of

have to repeat it to each other, because on
.

I just wanted to add, that you can never get excited about something that
you don't care about. Praising is an act of emotion. In order to be able to
praise, we need to feel it.
I saw another way of saying this.
is to tell someone to something that
they don’t know.
is to tell something to someone that they already
know. That is why
(Who already know) we have the
of
. (R' Asher Weiss 4/17/03)
____________________________________________________________

What does it mean
? The
in
(. ) says,
, the
explains, you come with your
in your
hands. As long as you don't have
in your hands, there is no
proof that you understand the
which you have learned, I.e.
are a sign that you learned
and your learning is in your hands. It is
possible for a person to learn and simply not understand anything. Only
when he does
, only then does he understand and love
,
that is called
, knowing
. (R' Shach ('
page
) 4/03)
___________________________________________________________
...
Why is the
of
so great that we need to tell it over,
rather than any other miracles that happened to our
?
The miracles that ' did by the
were not really necessary, because had
' not hardened the heart of
, he would’ve sent us out after the first
plague. But ' hardened his heart in order for the miracles to be publicized,
in order so that they should be told over to all generations, like the
says, ( ,
) “because I hardened the heart etc… in order to tell it over”.
Since all the miracles happened in order to be told over, we are obligated
to tell them over as much as possible, more than any other miracle that
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happened to us, that happened to us because we needed it, rather than in
order to say it over. (
(
page ) 4/1/01)
____________________________________________________________
...
Once a poor beggar, an ignorant, unlearned man, suddenly became rich
and famous. He hired teachers for himself, with whose help he became a
cultured man. After some time he lost all his wealth and became poor
again: yet all the same, he made a celebration every year on the
anniversary of the day he became rich.
People asked him: "Here you are, poor again as you were before, what is
the point of making an anniversary
?"
His answer was, true I have lost my money. But the education I acquired
while I was rich stays with me permanently, and that is something worth
making a
about.
The lesson is this, we make a joyful
over
and praise ' for
it even today, when we are back in exile and under the dominion of the
gentiles. And why? Because the chief thing we celebrate about
is our becoming the chosen people and receiving the
, and these
things have stayed with us in our exile. We can be happy even today,
because the spiritual advancement we made during the exodus can never
be taken from us.
Therefore,
, even in our gloomy exile, is clearly
"praiseworthy", since he is thereby proving that his joy is spiritual, he is
happy about the
and
that we merited during
, which
are eternal possessions. (
(Vintage Haggada page 29) 4/06)
...
is referring to ‘ , as it says,
. We are so close to ‘ that we are
on a nearly visual level.
If you spend the whole night talking about ‘ and all the miracles that he did
for us, the
,
, ‘ becomes
.
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Even though our relationship with ‘ the rest of the year is not on a level of
, the seder, where we have the ability to view our selves as we left
on that night, our relationship is so close, we can call ‘ , . The purpose is
to praise ‘ as much as possible.

The
the
.

of
says, (
the words

is that we are obligated to be '

, because

)
are extra?

There is a
(
) (which is from .
) that you can not
acquire a
against his will, this is only when you are buying a
, but
if he is a slave by someone else, and the first master is selling him to the
second master then you do not need the consent of the
, and you can
buy him even against his will. This is also in the
in
(: ) that if a
owns a
, he is able to sell the
to a
, even though though this
sale you are taking away the ability for this
to eat
.
If so, we can't say to ' , we don't want to be your slaves, and you can't
acquire us against our will, because this is only true if we were
first,
but since we were slaves to
in
, and ' redeemed us from there,
we are forced to be
. This is what the
means,
,
maybe we would say that you can't acquire a slave against his will, this is
not a good claim, because of what the
says next,
, because '
took us out of
where we were previously slaves.
Since this is so, even if you have a big
, he should not say that instead
of being involved in
, that he should rather learn
, rather
, because through being involved in
, a big
is clarified, that we are slaves to ' , which is
.(
(
page )
)
____________________________________________________________
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On the night of
there is a Halachic requirement of
- the
retelling of Exodus story. This is done via the
. At the very beginning of
the
we are told ‘All that extend the Exodus story are praiseworthy’.
But the

(

) tells us that we should speak about it all night ,

, – ‘until sleep overtakes us’. This makes it a
-a
requirement - and not simply praiseworthy? (2020)
____________________________________________________________

Why specifically is a story told about these individuals?
The
says that each of these individuals had a uniqueness about
them. Their ancestors were either Kohanim, Levi’im and Gerim. R’
Yehoshua was a Levi. R’ Alazar ben Azarya and R’ Tarfon were Kohanim,
and R’ Akiva was the son of Gerim. Their ancestors were not slaves. One
might think they are exempt. But they are not. They must retell the Exodus
story too.

Being that
was a
of
, why did the
go to learn on
next to
in
, why didn’t
and the
go to
in ? (By
the fact that they were leaning, proves that were not sitting with their
)
The
mentioned in this
were at the time of the
, even
after
, we still have to lean as a free person, and act as if we
are leaving
, and in a time of
it is very difficult to do this, to be
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able to act free, and view our self as being free, that we are not slaves to
anymore.
This
, to be able to see the
through the
, the
learn
from
, like we find in the
in
, where the
saw a fox leaving
the
, they started to cry, and
was laughing, and
explained
to them, that if the bad
was going to be carried out, then the good
will be as well. Through the
,
taught them to be able to
see them the
, that is why they went to
on
.(
Hagada page )
I was thinking a similar idea is that the
in
went up and saw
was writing on the
, he was told, there will be a person named
.

(: ) says that
lines on top of the
,

lived in the toughest times for
from all natural
perspective, it seemed that this nation was over with, and he himself fell to
the irons of the Romans. Yet he renewed
and today we can
sit with a
and it is alive. How did he do it?
doesn’t only mean
a line, it is a thorn. Every thorn that he observed, every thorn that
perforated the body of
, what was his response? If a
was
burnt, he built a new one, if a
was destroyed, he wrote a new one.
had many
, he died through those
.
When people see who have their own , justifiably they cry and give up
hope, but what did
do? He rebuilt mountains and mountains of
. That is how he secured the
of
and
.
___________________________________________________________
Why were they all there, why not stay home?
Rav Solovechik, since we said
, does not only
mean quantity, but also quality, and that is best when you have a
,
that is why it here to teach us this lesson.
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We all know the story in the
of the
who were up all night until
there
informed them that the time for
had come. There is a
contradiction between the
and the
as to the exact nature of
their nocturnal discussion. The
says that they were engaging in
whereas the
says that they were learning
.
Which one was it?
Rav Asher Weiss answers that one must note that two of the
present
were
and
. These two
have a dispute (.
)
as to whether the
and accompanying
can be done
all night ( ) or only till
(
). Therefore
until
everyone agreed to engage in
. To accommodate
they spent the rest of the night learning
.
The Brisker Rav takes a different approach. He proves from here that you
can fulfill the
of
through learning
. The
question is why? How does learning the laws of
constitute
? Perhaps we can explain this with a
of the
. The
asks that the
(
)
, seems to misplace the subject and the object. The
appears to be saying that ‘ took us out of
so we could perform these
as opposed to us performing these
because ‘ took us out of
? The
explains using the famous
"Histakel baoraisa ubari
alma". ‘ used the
as the blueprint for creation. Therefore, the
concepts of
and
in fact preceded the exodus as they
preceded the creation of the world. ‘ did indeed take us out of
in
order to perform these
and not vice versa. If this is true it is quite
obvious why we can fulfill the
of
through the laws of
. The laws of
served as the impetus and blueprint for the Exodus
itself. (Shai Shechter)
____________________________________________________________
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Why are the names of the
all mentioned?
was a (.
),
and
were
(
:
),
and
were
(:
:
),
so you might have said, that they are not obligated in the
of
,
and
are not obligated, since they were not enslaved (
), and
were not part of
, that is why were are told that
even they are obligated in the
of
. According to this, it is
possible that there were other
there, but these were the only ones
mentioned, to teach you this
.
Why did the
come and say
, the
of
is not until the end of the 3rd hour, right now they are learning torah, so
they should have continued learning, and before the end of the 3rd hour,
then said
?
On a simple level you can say, the time for the
of
finished, and the time for
started, and
you should say
, so the
came to tell them it was time for
.
You can also say the reason why the
came, is because
was there, and he is of the opinion that
needs to be said
at
, and you don’t have the option of delaying that, so to respect the
opinion of
, they came now. that is why the other names were
mentioned. (Rav Nevenztals Hagada)
____________________________________________________________

The
of
of
night is only up until
and the
of
is much later. So how could the
stop the Rabbis
who were involved in
to tell them that the time of
arrived?
The
are also

were learning (at the end of the night)
, with which they
the
of
, and they continued to learn past
,
, then the
came and said that the time
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for

arrived, like the
(
purple

in
(. ) that says that you stop
page
also in,

for
.(
page ) 3/02 )
____________________________________________________________

Why does it have to say

?

They were so involved in
, so much that the students had to
explain to them that it was time for
Without them saying
they would’ve thought that it was only time for
of night.
(
(
page 36) 4/1/01)
____________________________________________________________

Why did they say
, and not that the time of
(which is when the
of
is over)? And the
of
is much after
? What is the connection between
and them
finishing the
of
?
This is coming to tell us a big
. The
of
is to accept upon
ourselves
, even if we give ourselves over to be killed, we still
have to believe in ' . The
in
(: ) says, that all the days of
, he was
on the
"
", when is he going to be able to
be
that
. At the end of his life, he was happy because he was
killed '
.
After the
were involved the whole night in the
of
,
and through this they saw more of ' 's greatness, then the
came
and said now is the time to say
, specifically now, after you finished the
of
, now you are prepared to say
with
,
, therefore they said that the time for
arrived that they are
fitting to accept upon them self now
in
.(
(page ) 4/8/03)
____________________________________________________________
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The
(in his
) says that if the
did not walk in, they
would have gone the whole night and then they would have missed the
completely.
who said that he lived his whole life for
, forgot
?
In
(
) it says that
was a
of
, who the
(
) says gave us the gift of
, who after the first time that he
say
after 22 years what does he do? He says
, because he put all
his
into
. The
(.
) says that
is on his death bed,
what is the testimony that he wants to know that his children are all
righteous, it is
. Because that is the gift that he gave us. The first
is
when it is dark (since the best time to Daven is
, so when you are saying
it is still dark), at night when it is dark, and
, again when it is
dark. Why? Because
, who taught us
, and he is the one
who taught us about
.
was one of the
, he says
(:
) that I waited my whole life to fulfill the
of
, he is
about to have his skin scrapped, and all he can think about is
, In the
home town of
, where are they spoke about is
,
. Someone who
lived his whole life about
, and who forgets to say
,
? How is that
possible?
Because they loved the
so much, they could not control themselves.
But this is still hard to understand, why they would take this, this far. Rav
Schorr says, the whole purpose of the
is to take the lessons and
incorporate them into our being, to add ‘
into our life. It starts with
. The
(.
) says that it all boils down to
.
That is what
was doing, he didn’t need a
, since the whole
of
is
, what was
doing all night? They were being
in
. They were living ‘
, it was the same
thing. When
came in and said,
, now
they know that they did a great job. If we were so involved in being
, up to the point where we forgot about
, how do you bring a
night to a close? We seal it by saying the words
, even though it
is
, we still say the words
. Specifically
is going to teach us
such a lesson. (Heard From Rabbi Feiner
and Kitzur Shiur Hagada
Magid 04-17-11)
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____________________________________________________________

had everything, he was a
,a
, a miracle even
happened to him that he grew a beard overnight and looked 70.
Nonetheless he was not
to say the
of the
of
,
because for this he needs a
bigger than the
of
. This needs
and additional
, a did not happen for him because he
needs to work on this himself, even though the
would be benefiting (by
knowing this
). (Reb Chatzkel Levinstein (
page
)
3/02 )
____________________________________________________________

We know he was not 70, he was only like 70, really he was 18 and he had
a white beard, so big deal, a teenager gets up and says, all these years I
have not been
to understand
, you are only a
teenager?

we were

, “like 70” is not a age, it is a Code word for a Jew in
. The
lasted 70 years, and all the Jews that when through that
Yidden.
Yid is a
Yid.

was around during the second
, like we know from the
end of
, others were crying,
was laughing and he was part of the
other group. He was a
Yid.
This is what he was saying, how can you sit during the
feel the
?
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, in freedom and

That is what he is bothered by, I am like 70, I am also a
Yid,
, in
the
, in the
of
, I did not feel like a free person. How does one
feel like a free person in
?
The answer is,
, it is possible to feel free. How?
, even in
, you can feel like a
. How?
is teaching us
that it is possible, the
are going to teach us how. And how is it?
, we believe in
, that
makes
a passing moment. when he heard this
, since there is
going to be a
, so I can feel like a free person now. (
)
____________________________________________________________

became Rosh Yeshiva literally over night, ascending to
the position of leadership over his peers. Even his physical appearance
miraculously changed. One merit, however, was not granted to him, the
ability to find convincing proof that the Exodus should be mentioned at
night. Why? If he was worthy of so many gifts, why did this Drasha elude
him?
The only way one merits to become proficient in torah knowledge is
through toil and study. There are not shortcuts in the path to success in
torah learning. One becomes a
, through
, toil in
study, determination and diligence, not by sitting back and waiting for it to
happen.
was worthy of miracles, but proficiency in
comes only to those who have worked specifically to achieve this goal.
(Rav Chatzkel Levenstein Peninim Haggadah Page 27 2020)
___________________________________________________________

Where did

get the number 70 from?
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The

says that when
of
, and when
and 18 plus 52 equals 70.

was appointed to be
died he was 52. So

, he had the
was 18 at the time

Another
is that
said
, the numerical value of the
word is 52.
____________________________________________________________

Why does
preface his teaching by stating he is like
seventy years old and he was not able to convince the
. We know that
he was really eighteen years old so it is quite obvious why the
would
not listen to him? Why mention the age at all?
The
relates how the
was transferred to
at this
young age. To compensate for his youthful appearance ‘ made a that
he grew a long beard and looked like an older man. The
however in
explains that
learned
with all his
might. As a result old age came upon him quickly. My father in Law, Reb
Avraham Gurowitz Shlita explains that you see from this
that the
miracle performed was that really
had expended so much
energy that he was fit to look like an old man. ‘ does a special
and
retains youth in those who expend such energy for
. ‘ suspended this
to allow
to obtain an elderly appearance. Thus
was saying I am like seventy years old, I expended seventy
years of energy in eighteen years and still I could not convince the
.
(R' Nissan Kaplan)
____________________________________________________________

Simply it means,
is referring to
,
is referring to
. There is another way of reading it.
, all days of your life, you
have to live, in a way to bring
. Everything that you do, both quantity
and quality, have to be
. (Rudamsker Rebba, heard from
Rabbi Ephraim Eliyaho Shapiro)
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The word can mean entire or it can mean every. To
it means the
entire day, that is, both parts of the day, both the day and the night. To the
,
means every day, even the days of
.(
)

What is the connection between the beginning and end of the statement?
One of the greatest things about the gift of
, is that in all other
wisdoms, if you were to say a deep thought, only people on that level
would be able to understand it. The
that Rav Elyashuv learns, is the
same
that people are learning when they are 14. The
speaks to
all people,
.
____________________________________________________________

Why did the
choose the language
of the more common usages of ‘ s name?
use the
of
whenever
from ‘ .

? Why not simply use one
might feel despair and distant

Namely, in the
of
,a
in which we ask for mercy to return
captives and castaways, the usage of
(
) is used. In
addition, when one is sitting
, an obvious time of anguish and
despair, we say to the
,
. At the commencement of
, a time
in which we might feel saturated in sin and possibly even in despair that
our
won’t be answered, we say ( in
)
.
In all these cases, there is a natural feeling of hopelessness.
sensitive to these potential feelings and thus used a special
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were
for ‘ s

name:
. The beginning of the
, which represents the
the slavery and hardship of
, is another time that
might feel
shunned from ‘ . It is for this reason that we use
at the onset of the
- to remind us that even in our darkest hour when we might feel that
there is no hope- we should always remember that ‘ is there and always
by our side. (Rav Yosef Dov Soleveitchik zt”l by Adam Austein)
____________________________________________________________
The fact that the
quotes a different
for each child teaches us that
there is not one answer for each child. That is why it says by each child,
, since each child has their own value, their own purpose and their own
way of being dealt with and handled.
The paragraph right before the 4 sons is
. It says the word
4
times. This teaches us that even for a
, I am happy that he is my child,
today he might be considered a
, but tomorrow he can turn around. He
showed up to the
, he cares enough to be asking, that is also a
.
Don’t write off that child. What a gift to have that child. No matter the child,
we still say
. (5779)
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The
went out to see how the
are sitting by the
. He
came to an
and he was up to the four sons. All he knew
from his
life, was that a when a person says
,
that by the he has to be
on the
that there is a
, and by
the he has to has
that ' lives in the seven
and above the
seven
, and by the he has to be
that ' is
on the
' .
And when he came to the
in the
, when he reached the word
, he read it as if he was saying
, when he said
, he said it as
if he was saying
, he went and again he was
, until he
finished reciting the
.
The

said that he learnt from him a
in the
. We say by
,
,
stands for,
,
,
,
. The
of the
is until it comes the time of
, until it
comes a time of
, all four sons should be
.
Every child has his own issues and challenges in life. As much effort and
sincerity you have in being
, you should expend on
raising your children.
We have to view each child as they are a
, your only child. We have to
treat each child as they are our one and only child. If you do that, then they
can become something special. If you put each child in a group, and don’t
view them as individuals, then they might not reach their potential. We
have to treat each child with the same oneness that we view ‘ . When a
child is raised with the knowledge of how special he is and knows he has a
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unique mission, he will embrace his role as a ‘
. (taken from Touched
by a
)
______________________________________________________

If you look at the Four Sons, you see that three of the four are measures of
intellect or ability to use that intellect. Yet, the fourth, the Evil Son, is NOT a
measure of intellect but describes his character. Why do we not say
something like “Fool” instead of “wicked/evil”?
In truth, the “Wicked son” is also a very intelligent individual. Yet, instead of
using his intelligence for GOOD purposes, he uses it for evil. Consider a
modern day computer hacker. While he/she is quite intelligent insofar as
the ability to break into someone else’s computer, the intellect being used
is for evil purposes.
When we see our children doing something that is not correct, it is an
opportunity to show them how they can use that talent and skill for
something positive. (2020)
____________________________________________________________

Rav Nison Alpert said, why is the word
mentioned four times? We think
that we are talking about four different kinds of children. No, we are talking
about one child with four different inclinations. Every child has different
inclinations, he has the inclination of a
,
,
and
.
is that four times
= . Four different parts make up one . A
is
like a winter day, sometimes it is sunny, cold, rainy, cloudy etc... A
has
not come to
, he is
, he
has all the
to him, he has all these
. Our
is to know that
. The
gave a parent the
to direct a
child who has all the four
and train him in the right way. The
gave
us this , how to train him, how to bring out the best in him.
____________________________________________________________
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Why does everyone agrees that

?

If our story is to be genuine, it has to be the whole story, if the negative is
to show how far we have come, then it is not
, it is actually
. If you
meet a person that is very successful, but you hear how far he has come.
Our children need to hear this.
We are not perfect, we don’t expect them to be perfect. Imperfection is
what stimulates growth.
and
debate what is the
.
One says it is physical
, we were physically imprisoned, we were
slaves. The
is now we are free,
, ‘ took us out.
Other opinion is ethical
worshipers. The
is
We are living a different life.

, we were Idol
now we discovered to ‘ .

What do we do? We mention both.
The main question of the night is it about physical slavery to physical
freedom or spiritual slavery to spiritual freedom?
You can physically be in bondage, but be spiritually free when you choose
your identity.
That is why there is no
on
We make a
before we put on
a
. Why not before

.
, we make a

before we shake

?

You cant make a
, at the beginning of the story, you not NOT
REENACTING, YOU ARE RELIVING, YOU ARE a
, you are OS
VORF, the
is supposed to get us back on to the correct path. You are
not in position to make a
you are a pagan. That is why there is no
. (5779)
____________________________________________________________
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How do we know which child was which? Did they have signs?
We don’t know, even if a child shows tendencies, until we know otherwise,
we should treat each child as if they are a
, the default should be that
each child should be treated as the
.
This explains
which says that a Jewish baby should not nurse from a
Non Jewish women.
quotes a
that says that the reason why
did not nurse from a non jewish woman, was because he was destined to
speak to
. Why does the
say that no one should nurse from a
non jew, that reason seemingly only applies to
?
We have to treat each child giving them the confidence and faith that they
could speak to the
.
I just wanted to add on, if you treat them in a certain way, they have more
of a chance of acting that way. (Reb Yakov)
____________________________________________________________

There are four sons.
relate to everyone,
, he had a
tent open to all four sides, to enable people to enter from all directions of
the world, not only North, South, East and West, but also to teach us how
to relate to the
, have to be on different levels. Sometimes speak to
one one way, and another another way.
established
, which
are the
of the 4 sons. When
established
, it is not
only referring to the
, but he established the fact that we have to relate
to and connect and help and guide the
. That is why the tent was
open from all 4 sides. (Heard From Rabbi Ephraim Eliyaho Shapiro in the
name of his father)
____________________________________________________________

What is wrong with what the
said?
It might be nothing wrong with what the
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said, there might be something

wrong with what we did.
Yiddishkeit is supposed to be exciting, enjoyable nothing greater. Geshmak
to be a Yid. This boy did not come to the
as a
. If you love your job,
you never work a day in your life. He looks around at all the stress, and
says,
? What is this work? I thought we are supposed to
look forward and enjoy
? We are not supposed to dread Yiddishkeit.
What is all this work? (5779)
____________________________________________________________
How are we answering the question of the

?

The correct way in ‘
is that when you learn
itself is the
, as it says in
(
)
(.
) says, not the
, because it is the
, this is the
, and through this, you will be

and do
, that
, and the
themselves that is the
to the
.

This is

in the
in
( )
, you should not serve ‘ in order to receive reward, rather the
is doing the
themselves.

In regards to
, it says in
( )
that is why
is
, a toy, an end in itself. It is also interesting to note that it has two root
words, , which means to return. Turn turn, go back, that is the purpose,
just
.
In
, he explains that this is how we answer the
. The
asked
, what is the
and
that ‘ commanded us all about? The answer is,
, meaning we don’t give out candies, because that is the
purpose, the
, the
is itself. (
)(
)
____________________________________________________________
(... , )
“When your son asks tomorrow…”
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How will you know how that there will be a tomorrow? If your son asks
questions. Meaning the way to read the
is, when your son asks, then
there will be a tomorrow. (Maharee Asid 1/00 (
))
____________________________________________________________
)
By every son it says a

(

, by the

it says,
(
), by the
it says
(
), but by the
there is no
mention of
, it says
?
Furthermore, it says
by each son except by the
? (the question of
the
is not mentioned, since he is not asking the question).
Everyone who is asking a question is hoping for a answer, that is why it
says the word
, he is hoping for a answer to that which he is asking.
But this is not true by the
, he is not coming to ask a question, and he
for sure is not interested in a answer,. When he says
,
his only intent is to make fun of the whole situation, according to him,
the whole thing is a waste of time, and he has not interest in a answer.
(
)
____________________________________________________________
)... , (
The
notes that we find something very interesting if we look at the
three sons who ask questions (the fourth son is the "One who does not
ask"): the
introduces the questions of both the
and the
with the
words "And it will be when your son will ask you tomorrow..." However, the
does not use the word "tomorrow" when introducing the
.
The
explains that the
and the
have questions about the
story of the
. They have questions of faith, perhaps. But the
questions are asked "tomorrow". They may have inquiries to make on the
day after the bringing of the
. But on the fourteenth of
and the night
of the fifteenth of
they do what they need to do. Only after they have
done what they are supposed to do, do they raise their questions about
what they've done.
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The
, on the other hand, is different. If he does not understand, he is
not willing to do. That is what makes him into a wicked son. The basis of
being a Jew is
. Once we understand the overall picture, we
realize that we must perform. First we do and then we seek understanding.
The Kotzker Rebbe points out that the definitive statement
precedes all the questions of
. Only after we
have firmly established the basic principle that there is no one like our G-d,
can we start raising questions. The questions are deferred until tomorrow.
Rav Chaim Soloveitchik once had a disciple who left the Yeshiva and
abandoned the
way of life. Unfortunately, this was not all than
uncommon in the days of the Volozhin Yeshiva. It was a very turbulent
time. Judaism was under assault. There were some very precocious minds
in Volozhin. Not everyone withstood the temptations of the Haskalah, of
Socialism, of Communism, and the other "isms" that were prevalent in that
era.
Many years later, Rav Chaim happened to be in another city and this
wayward student came to see him. He said to his old Rebbi, "I have so
many questions about Judaism, so many questions of faith. Will you sit
down and talk to me about them?" Rav Chaim responded, "I'll be glad to sit
down and talk to you about your questions. I'll talk to you the whole night.
But just tell me one thing: When did you get these questions -- before you
became a Sabbath desecrator or after you became a Sabbath desecrator?"
The student answered, "These questions arose after I became a Sabbath
desecrator." Rav Chaim then said, "If that is the case, you have 'Terutzim'
[excuses], rather than 'kashes' [questions]. You have already made the
break with the G-d of Israel, now you are trying to rationalize your actions. I
will answer questions. I will not answer excuses. You can answer 'kashes';
you cannot answer 'Terutzim.'" Questions are fine - as long as they come
"tomorrow". As long as the commitment and bedrock faith is there, there
can be an abundance of questions that may be asked. However, when
questions are a pre-condition to action, then we are dealing with the Son
who is the
. (Rabbi Frand)
____________________________________________________________
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' gave
on this night to the son the ability to ask, and the father the
ability to give answers, therefore the father has to give the son an answer
that is fitting so that the son can internalize the answers and so that the
message of
will stay for a long time.
With this we can understand the
of the one who was
The reason of
is in order that the
will remain in our mouth for a long time.

the
.
of the

This is the way a father has to respond to his son, that is, he has to give an
answer to his son similar to that of
. Meaning, just like by
, we say
because we want the taste to stay
for a long time, so too the father has to respond to his son in a way that the
son will not forget the answer. (Belzer Rebbe (
page ) 4/05)
____________________________________________________________

Why did the

come to the table? Let him go to a disco?

He did not come to the table as a
. He heard that the family is getting
together, the food will be good, it might be a while till he eats, but it won't
be too bad. Then his brother starts to ask questions. His brother starts to
get serious about the
. When you see someone being serious about
something that you are supposed to be serious about, but you are not, that
causes animosity. The
only became a
at the table. There was a
man in Medical school, and he told the Professor that he was going to be
missing the next week of school because of the holiday of
. The
teacher asked him to explain what the
was about. He told him, and then
the teacher said "wow that is so beautiful". The non-religious Jew sitting
next to him said, "that is the stupidest thing I ever heard". That is why the
is listed next to the
, because he is only a
because of him.
(Rabbi Zweig 3/03)
____________________________________________________________
Many ask what’s the difference between a
for the
also said
which as we said by the
means that he is being
himself
from the
? Also, why by the
where it says
– does that
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mean he was

?

The
says that "
" , that
means ‘ . (see :
where Titus thought he killed G-d =
). Meaning: in his question
he left the name of G-d out. (
, p.150)
____________________________________________________________

The
is not asking, why does all this stuff have to be done? If so, he
wouldn't be there. The
has no problem getting together with family and
friends for a nice meal. He has no problem eating some
, Kineidels and
Gefilte fish. He is asking why we need all this
. Why do we need all the
hard work of
and
and baking the
and the
. Hire a to do it for you!!!
We answer him that
. ' took us out by
himself, even though he could have sent a
. We involve our selves with
all of the preparations, even though we could get other people to do it for
us. (
(Migdael Eider Pg. 28) 3/30/07)
____________________________________________________________

is
, with out any
to anything physical, rather we are
totally
to ‘ , that is freedom. The
does not understand this, he
asks,
, if we are supposed to be free, there is no room for
? This is his mistake, he doesn’t realize that being an
to ‘ is the
source of freedom, and someone who does not understand this, is in
and was not redeemed from
.(
page )
____________________________________________________________

What is so wicked about this question? Why is he not able to question the
service he is being asked to perform? Should one do everything blindly
without understanding it?
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My father R. Aharon Yaffin explained that were one to ask the same
question regarding the
service he would certainly not be a
.
Watching everyone sitting on the floor crying is not something one is
naturally drawn to. However if a person witnesses the royalty we display
night and feels no connection; if he watches a regally adorned family
celebrating the birth of their nation and relationship with ‘ and his
response is “What is this
that ‘ commanded you?”, excluding himself
from the
, he is surely a
. (taken from Email by Rabbi Eitan Yaffin
)
____________________________________________________________

Our response to the
from within him.

is not to turn him off, rather it is to remove the

The
of
is 570, and the
of
is 366. If you knock out his
, if you knock out his
, you are left with 204, a
.(
in
page
)
____________________________________________________________

, outside is , inside is the which represents the
.
____________________________________________________________

Why don't we give the

a more direct answer to him, let us say

?

Me
By the time that you are answering him, he already left the table.
David Friedman gave me another answer. He said that we don't want to
label a person a
.
____________________________________________________________
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What kind of an answer are we telling the
, if you were there you would
not have been redeemed? Wouldn't that be pushing the
further away
from Judaism?
We are really giving him a compliment. Had the Jews fallen to the 50th
level, they would have ever been able to be redeemed. But after we left
and became a nation, now, no matter how low we fall, we will always
be redeemed. We are telling the
, now you are part of
, before
you would not have been redeemed, but now you can be considered part
of us. (Totty (who heard from Rabbi Stolper) 4/03)
____________________________________________________________

The

asks, why does it say

, it should say

?
The
says that this night has more
than any other night of the year,
there are 61
, and the majority of them revolve around the mouth, the
,
, the mouth does a lot of speaking,
.
That is why it says ,it has to be
, speak a lot. (heard from Rabbi
Feiner
)
____________________________________________________________

Who are we referring to when it says
, The
says that it is
referring to
. The
(page
in
), says it
have to be referring to
, since the
says
. This
is a proof for the
(
), that until
found ‘ , he was
. (The
asks on himself, the
seems to be referring to
? But that is a
. Why not ask the question on the
? Because
the
in
(: ), even though only call
3, that is only in regards
to
. This is not in the context of
. (Heard from Rabbi Feiner
3/18/10
)
____________________________________________________________
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The simple meaning is that ‘ expedited the redemption from
years, the numerical value of the word .

by 190

The
says the number 190 is significant for another reason.
waited 100 years to have a child, while
waited 90. This is hinted to in
the word , the signifies the 100 years of
, while the represents
the 90 years of sara. The
took into consideration the pain of
one childless couple. Because of their pain, He expedited the
by 190
years.
We must remember that the Almighty never lets a Yiddish tear go to waste.
He counts every one and suffers with us, like a parent who feels the pain of
his child. (Found in Touch by our story page 98)

He did not calculate, we were supposed to be there for 400 and took us out
after 210?
There is a story of a rich man on death bed said to his only daughter, I am
leaving over money for you, but it is only to be used for your wedding. Right
before she is ready to get married, she gets sick. The mother says to the
caretaker, I need the money for the doctors. The caretaker said no, it is
only for the wedding. The mother said, you don’t understand, if you don’t
give me the money, there will not be a wedding!!
‘ was supposed to take us out after 400, but after 210, we would not have
recognizable as children of
, ‘ made the
, he realized that right
now we needed to be taken out. If we are not taken out now, he would
have no one to take out. ‘
since he was
.(
)
____________________________________________________________
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Cover the

and lift the cup of wine and say

' kept his word. What is the

that he kept his word to

?

He did not have to keep his word, he could have waited until we didn't want
to go out, since he loved
, so kept his word. (Rabbi Zweig 4/05)
____________________________________________________________

The
says that wine symbolizes what is supposed to keep us
separate from the
.
I saw a story that brings out this point. In WWI there was tremendous
fighting but no one was getting anywhere. There was a Captain on
the German side, that was experiencing tremendous hatzlocha. He
happened to be a non-religious jew. They brought him back to
celebrate. They wanted him to continue fighting for them. He then went to
a Rabbi who he respected to ask if he should continue. The Rabbi
said yes, but that he should take on a mitzvah that he will fulfill no matter
the cost. But the captain refused, he explained that he couldn’t Daven, or
put on
, or keep kosher. Thus he resolved to be
on
. That
he could handle. As fate would have it after another hard earned victory the
General wished to celebrate and he poured a glass of wine for all
including the captain. Right at that moment, an enemy bomber plane,
was heard, and when everyone went to look out the window, he spilled the
wine on the floor. However, one of the soldiers saw him do it, and
immediately reported it to the General. The general was fuming and
he sent the captain to the front lines. The captain was broken, but
more importantly he was livid at Yiddishkeit. He boarded the train
and sat brooding for hours. At the next stop some young soldiers
boarded the train and were discussing the news of the bombing of
the very base that this captain had just been sent from. All of the base
was killed in an instant.
____________________________________________________________
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One of the terrible stories of the war was that at the end of the war the
Germans were more preoccupied in killing Jews instead of saving their
own soldiers, they took 1000 Jews and put them in a barn and set it on fire.
I read a report from the American army, in which a solider writes that he
wrote that which he witnessed in Gardelegen was so bad that it is hard to
believed that it took place on this planet. During this fire, all of sudden dark
clouds appeared and it started to rain, and some still died, but most of them
were saved. Then the Germans drove us into the forest to be shot, one
German said to one of them, why don't you sing a song to us. It was right
after
, and the Jew started to sing
, and it caught on, and
soon all the Jews were singing it. Then the German told them to stop, but
they would not. Finally he grabbed the Jew by the collar and said "What
does it mean?", and he translated it,
, and the
German said, I want to see how your g-d is going to save you from me. The
Jew said to him, I am not scared of death, and I don't think that what you
do to me has to do with anything, and everything has to do with
. As
he was saying this, motorcycles pull up and tell the officers to run for their
life, the Americans are around the corner. (Rabbi Fishel Shacter
)
____________________________________________________________

Why have 4 cups of wine and not of anything else?
We find something unique about grapes, other species be grafted, grapes
can’t be grafted. The same way that we find by grape vine, does not mix
with other species, so to we can’t mix with other species. We say
, simply it means that ‘ stood up for us. We raise the cup of wine.
The
made a decree against
, so that you wont mingle with
them.
, that is what allowed us not to be destroyed, because we
did not mingle amongst
. (Avraham Davidavits
)
____________________________________________________________

How has wine stood for us?
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If
hadn’t gotten drunk he never would have slept with his daughters. If
he wouldn’t have slept with his daughters we would never get the
!
(
)
____________________________________________________________

We are talking about the ways that our enemies seek to annihilate us and
eradicate us in every generation. It never ends.
The
says, that
, not being one, not being united,
, that
is the only reason
, stands to destroy the Jew. When we are
, having divisions amongst
, then
.
,
when we are not one, when we are not united, when we are broken pieces,
it is our disunity,
, that brings people to want to annihilate
.
The
says that
established
. The letters of
are
referring to the four sons. The and , are referring to the
the is referring to the
, the is referring to the
, and the is
referring to the .

,

not only established
, he established reaching out and making
for the four children, of course they have to be related to differently,
that is why his tent was open from four sides, to teach you that literally and
figuratively, the path for each one is different,
did not only establish
, but also on the
, that is the antithesis of
, we should
replace
, with
.
____________________________________________________________

When we are not connected to ‘ , who is the One who unifies and sustains
the entire world, then we are vulnerable to those who “stand up to
annihilate us.” (R’ Gamliel Rabinowitz 2020)
________________________________________________________
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We say
, that in every generation they stand up to destroy us.
We follow that with
.
I saw someone explain that there are two ways 'they' go against us - with
'
' and with
, but both objectives are the same .
My
is this. These two correspond to
and
. One was
outwardly an
and one was a
through and through. What the
is saying right in the next stanza is that go see what
did - he was even
worse and wanted to go after everything! (Yossie Schonkopf)
____________________________________________________________

In every generation there hasn’t been one where people didn’t want to kill
us? May there were some generations that were relaxed?
You have to look at the next paragraph,
,
wanted to get rid of us, but was it so bad?
good paying job, was that so bad?

had 11 kids, a

Yes, deep down inside
wanted to get rid of
. Learn from
that
even when things look good, deep down inside people want to get rid of us.
We are here, not because it has been good, but rather because ‘ is
protecting us. (Rav Ahron Kotler
)
____________________________________________________________
Put the cup down and uncover the
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How is the fact that
to
?

wanted to destroy us connected to our descending

When there was a famine in Canaan,
could have sent his sons to
Aram where grandfather
had food. Instead
was ready to take his
chances with the physical danger of
, rather than the spiritual danger
of 's negative influence.
Answer 2: The entire descent into
was a result of the sale of
,
which was a result of the brothers' jealousy at the favoritism of their father
showed to
. Had
married
first,
would have been the
first-born and the brothers would not have been envious. Only because
switched
for
did we end up going down to
!
____________________________________________________________

bathed in Jewish blood.
might have tricked
, but did he kill
anyone? He is not the first Shadchan to trick someone.
was only
on the
, yet
, what is the comparison?
This is the point of the
. Our existence is a miracle, if it were up to ,
he would have destroyed us all. Everything, Why didn't that happen?
Because ' protects us. The fact that we are alive is a miracle, and we have
to thank ' for that. Don't focus on what
did to us, focus on the fact
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that
wanted to get rid of us completely and ' did not let him. Our
existence until now, is a miracle. (Rabbi Fishel Shacter
)
____________________________________________________________

Why did
want to kill
? The
in
(: ) (also in :
)
says that if you send a
to marry a girl for you, you are
to all
women (because they might be the sister of the woman that the
married for you). This was their
, if they kill
, (who the
in
:
says
was the
) now
will be
to every girl in the
world.
This is what the
means that
, when did
want to
kill all of
? When he was asked to give
to
, and if
would die, now
would never be able to get married, and that would not
allow
to be built . (Tiberio Schwartz asked me, what difference
would it make by
, let him marry two sisters,
did?! I think you can
answer by saying, the reason why
was allowed to marry two sisters, is
that he only kept the whole
in , but by
who never left
could
not go ahead and marry two sisters)
I saw another question on this
in
(page ).
only
made
a
to marry a girl from his family, and if
had died,
would have been
to women from the house of
or
.(
)
____________________________________________________________

Even though we don’t understand and feel the miracles that happen to us
on a constant basis, none the less, ‘ is constantly performing miracles on
our behalf.
, go out and learn from , meaning, at first glance, it
does not look
was so bad to
, we did not know what
was trying to
do to
, and none the less, the
says about him,
, we see
from there that he tried to get rid of all of us, and ‘ turned it for the good.
He is constantly doing good for us, even though we don’t feel it. (
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)
____________________________________________________________

, means that even though we don’t understand and
feel the miracles that happen to us on a constant basis, none the less, ‘ is
constantly performing miracles on our behalf.
, go out and learn from
, meaning, at first glance, it does not look
was so bad to
, we did
not know what
was trying to do to
, and none the less, the
says
about him,
, we see from there that he tried to get rid of all of
us, and ‘ turned it for the good. He is constantly doing good for us, even
though we don’t feel it. (
)
____________________________________________________________

You are going to live by your blood.
The simple
is that this referring to
and
, ‘ is saying, we
are going to live because of those two
, we have been passive, we
have been watching ‘ take care of the
, and now we are going to
have
to
of
and
, we are now active, instead of being
bystanders.
There was a man in a town near Gur, when Nazis rounded up men and
brought them to forest, and men dug a mass grave and then the Nazis shot
them one by one. He fell into the pit, thinking he was shot, and then
realized that the bullet missed him. Yet he was lying there in this mass pit
surrounded by dead people. He sees that out of the corner of his eye,
Nazis coming around and checking to see if anyone survived, and if they
did, they would make sure that they killed that person as well. He was
covered on blood by the person on his right and left, there was so much
blood on him, that the Nazis thought for sure that he was dead, and they
left him.
On the spot, in the mass grave, he thought of this
over him, looking at him covered in blood,
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, that ‘ was hovering

,
on my right and
on my left. I survived and there is a reason why I survived. He built
a family and lived a very fruitful life.
What gives us life is
. The realization, to have a beautiful life, we need
to embrace and be involved in as many
as possible. (Heard from
Rabbi Aryeh Yudin) (5779)
____________________________________________________________

(
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)

’s plan to persecute the Jews in order to diminish their numbers did not
succeed. In fact the
attests to the miraculous population explosion of
our people, even as they endured the rigors of slavery. We are told “as
they afflicted them, so they multiplied and grew”. The
explains this
statement was a direct rebuttal by ' to
himself.
had said “let us
deal with them
lest they multiply". And ' answers him saying
let them multiply.
The conversation between ' and
may be explained in yet another
way.
’s goal was not only to diminish the population of the Jews, but
also to remove their faith in ' . Therefore,
said
the word for
in Hebrew means maybe.
had actually wanted the Jews to lose their
faith by subscribing to the concept of maybe—perhaps ' has forgotten us,
perhaps we should forget ' and go to idols. That is the reason for
proclaiming
, doubts should multiply. However, ' knows that his
people will never lose faith. On the contrary
… we believe in the
concept of positive affirmation—of proclaiming yes to the world. Yes we
believe in gd. We have no doubts…
will give away to
,
expansion of faith. (By Perry Ciment)
____________________________________________________________
(

,

)

It is
from the
that before
didn't they cry before?

died, the Jews did not cry. Why

The Jews thought that once
died then everything would be good,
they did not place their complete trust in ' . However when
died
and the Jews saw that the
continued as before
died, and it
didn't get any easier, they then went ahead and cried. (
4/03)
____________________________________________________________
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The
(:
Why 6?

) says that the women gave birth to 6 babies at a time.

in
says that there are 7
in a women, 3 on the right and
3 on the left and one in the middle. If she becomes pregnant in the right
one, then it will be a male, if she becomes pregnant in the left one it will be
a female, if in the middle it will be a
. These women
became pregnant in all the
except the middle one, because a
is a
(
)

We were forced into
by the command of the
. The
says,
, do you want know why we are still suffering and why we are
forced into
time and time again?
, because of the speech,
we just cant seem to get it right, we use our words for things that we should
not. As long as we have issue of
, the
is going to remain.
Lets contrast this to

. It says (

)

. Make a shining gem
for the
.
is also a word. Every word that a person speaks is a
.
Every word that comes out of your mouth, make it a gem, that displays
your
towards a fellow Jew.

The ten plagues correspond to the ten fingers of both hands. The
pestilence was the fifth plague. It was the fifth “finger”, and thus completed
the first hand and was the culmination of those that preceded it. It was like
a hand in that it had “five fingers” in another aspect, for the
(
)
says that it struck five species of animals, horses, donkeys, camels, cattle
and flocks. (
)

“Signs” are phenomena which foretell events which will take place in the
future. The staff had “signs” on it, for it had the names of the ten Plagues
written upon it since the time it was made at creation. (
)
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Since we were tortured, we cried to ‘ ,
doesn’t it say in the first part, we cried to ‘ , because of our
?

. Why

A Yid has to realize that we you are going through a
, you need to one
thing,
, all ‘ wants is for us to call out, but we have done that,
‘ hears our
.(
Heard from Ephraim
Shapiro)

hit the water and the ground for the first three
of the rest of the 7.
Why was it necessary for
inanimate object?

to show

, and

took care

to the water, it is an

When it comes to
, the beneficiary need not make
, to
appraise the actual amount of effort his benefactor has exerted in order to
estimate how much gratitude he owes. Did he have to do it anyway? If we
find that it did not really cost him much we may discover excuses and
reasons that could justify not repaying the favor, not demonstrating
gratitude where it is due. Quiet possibly, once we start with
, we
might negate the whole concept of
.
Rav Shach adds the following point. We must recognize that ’ is the
source of all the good that we receive. The medium through which we
receive this benefit is nothing more than a vehicle for channeling ’ s favor
to us. What difference does it make to us who or what’ employs to serve
as the agent for carrying out his objective? He demands that we imbue
ourselves with the
of appreciation, not distinguishing among the
benefactors. This is a case in which too much “discrimination” might cause
us to lose sight of the actual source of our blessing-’ . (Peninim Haggadah
Page 47 2020)
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When you say
,
, and each of the ten
, pour out a little wine (the reason why we use a finger for this is
to recall the admission of
s sorcerers that this was the finger of
)
Reb Yecheskel Ambramsky (:
page
) 4/03
What is the reason we pour out a little wine from the cup?
It says in
(: ), when the
sing
, ' said,
we sing
when we left the

were drowning, the
wanted to
? If that is true, how did
?

We are saying
on our salvation from the
, not out of
of their
downfall (it says this in
).
were
the four cups
the
of the four
of
and therefore we are
with
spilling out wine, that we are being
in our
because
.
(I heard another vort similar to this, why could the Jews sing
and not
the angels? Angels are created in the power of one. They have one leg,
one purpose. They can only handle one thing at a time. Man is created in
the power of two. We have two legs, we have more than one purpose. We
also are faced with many situations at the same time. So the angels who
can only focus on one thing, can't go ahead and sing
because they
can't focus on the bad. But we were being saved, and at the same time, the
were drowning. Since we have the ability to deal with two situations
(I.e. happy and sad) at the same time, then we are obligated to deal with
both at the same time. We all have situations where good and bad are
happening to us at the same time, as humans we are obligated to deal with
both.) (Reb Eliyaho Meir Bloch says, that is why you say a
by
inheritance) (Meshulem Epstein told me that the
says that the reason
why we eat
in
is to know that
is part of life as well) (I heard
from Rabbi Feiner (right before
) say a proof to this, if you look at
in the :
, when he met the wife of Tornefus, he cried, laughed
and spat on the ground all at once. Also at the end of
,
was
laughing, but the
says he was crying as well)
____________________________________________________________
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Refill the cup of wine

say ( ,
) “by the Jews ' precedes the cure to the
punishment and by the non-Jews it is the opposite”.
We learn from here by the fact that the cure came first, that the punishment
and wounds are not their own purpose. Rather when ' physically punishes
us, the purpose is in order to remove the outside (our
, the things
that prevent us from doing
) but by the non Jews, when they suffer
physically, there the physical punishment is a purpose in itself. That is
in the
( ,
),
which is, I won't put a wound on you like I put on the
, because there
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the purpose was to hit and harm the wicked, because their heart was bad
(or hard), but by us the punishments we got were
'
, that '
precedes the cure to the wound and every punishment is only to inspire us
to leave our bad ways. (
Page
4/01)

( ,
), the
hurt the
, and it
protected us. The water turned into blood for them, but for us, we sold our
water and made money.
The
says,
, the sun protects and destroys. If you put meat
fat in the sun, it will melt. If you put wax it will harden. If you put a shirt in
the sun it will become more white, if you put a person in the sun, he will
become more dark. We get the light from the darkness. That is what the
are. It is all one, it just depends on how you received it. I told you
many times, the
says
and
are one in the same. You have
three things, a
, a shtender and a candle. The Israiels say you also
get a cigarette. For some it is
and for some it is
. (Rabbi Jaeger
1/15/05)

The

came through the 10
. There is a
that says that the 10
are
the
. In the name of the Kutzkger it is
said, just like when we were in
, the
were
. So we
needed the ten
to take its place. We are now a new creation (because
with the ten
, ' wanted the world to be at a certain level, now that
we were not the way he wanted, we needed to get to that point again, we
needed to reconstruct the world, and we did that through the
). So now
this is the
, because the reason why we were in
to begin with was
because we did not serve ' with
, without any liveliness at all, no
, it became old (serving ' ), afterward (the
) we were a new
creation, and now that is the
.(
4/10/00)
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was commanded clearly and directly from ' to ( ,
) “take
vengeance for the children of Israel against the Midanites” yet it says a
later (
)“
sent them … and
” the
asks, ' told
himself to do something and he sent messengers instead because he
grew up in
and he had a sense of gratitude towards it. He said how
could I cause pain to that which did good to me. But this is a big problem, '
commanded
to do something, how can he push it away because of
? It must be that the obligation of
is to understand what
' wants from you. When ' said take revenge, even though on a simple
level it means that he should do it himself, none the less since he has a
of
, and like any other
the
gave us to
, so here
we
the word
to mean through others, because “it is not right to do
harm to that which did good to me”
But we still have another question, how did
know that the
of
is more important than even if ' himself commands you to do
something, that you should push it off? He learned it from the
,
brought all ten
to the
except three, blood, frogs and lice, those
came from
.
( ,
) says that since the water protected him
when he was growing up so he did not hit it by the plagues of blood and
frogs. And by lice he could not hit it because the ground protected him
when he killed the
( ,
). Even though
was supposed to
hit them, like all the other plagues, since they did good to him he did not.
Even though water and the ground do not have feelings, since he received
good from them he owed them a sense of gratitude.
Why did
need to be told a second time about the topic of
,
why couldn’t he learn it out from the plague of blood that
should be the
one who has to hit the water?
I had another question on this, what
does
owe to the
ground,
and
knew about it, so what was he being grateful for?
Reb Shmuel Brazil had an answer to this. Since it tried to do some good
for him, for that alone he owed
.
Reb Shmuel Kaminetsky and Rabbi Avraham Davis said, that in the first
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case you are changing the water in the second case you are changing
what
comes out of the water and even for that you are obligated to show
appreciation.
Rabbi
Meir Weiss told me that the main punishment by the frogs was
not the first frog, rather each frog that came out from that one. So I might
think that he could hit the water now because this is not the plague. (Reb
Chaim Shmuelevitz (
page 185) 4/01)

When the frogs were getting to be too much for
, he complained to
and asked him to get rid of them.
said ( , ) when should I get rid
of them? And
responded ( , ), tomorrow. If the frogs are making him
crazy, why does
say to get rid of them tomorrow, get rid of them right
now?
When a spouse, or a parent asks you to do something, what is the first
response that we say? One minute. Why do we say one minute, what do
we plan on doing for the next minute? Nothing, but we want to do things on
our own schedule.
was willing to suffer with the frogs for a longer
period of time, in order that the frogs will be leaving according to when he
wanted them to. (Rabbi Zweig)

says by
there is a
, one opinion says that there were many
frogs, and one says there was one, and every time you hit it, more came
out. ' does not make miracles for no reason, what was the need for this
miracle?
If there started off with only one frog, then how did it get to be many? It is
only because they made it happen by hitting it. They brought it upon them
self. The worst thing is to suffer from something that you brought upon
yourself.
They got us to volunteer, and we ended up suffering on our own, the
is to make them suffer on their own. (Rabbi Zweig 1/4/07)
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The frogs went into the oven and were saved, and kept alive. When we left
, the dogs did not bark ( ) and the reward that they got was that we
give them
. The rewards don't seem to be fitting. The frogs jumped
into fire and they were kept alive, and the dogs did not bark, and for
eternity they are being fed
?
We see from here that it is easier to jump into a fire then to go against your
nature. (Tulna Magid)

The
says that when the
of
ended,
(
).
explains that even the
in the sky did not fall to the ground.
This is in stark contrast to the frogs that remained in piles even after they
died. Why the difference? All the other
were extreme manifestations of
things we see in nature. We find blood, frogs, lice, etc. Although the
consisted of these natural signs in greater intensity, they were natural
nonetheless. The
was made of fire and water mixed together, a
, something that does not occur in nature.
Therefore when its time was up, it ceased immediately with no remnant
whatsoever. This may also be why
is the only
that
gave
the precise time when it will start by marking a spot on the wall and saying
when the sun reaches this point tomorrow the
will begin. Since it was
completely beyond the realm of nature it started and stopped at a precise
moment without any carry over to the natural order (Pinchas Gershon
Waxman)

of Berditchev says that the the
of Locust that destroyed all
trees plants and anything that grew in
, that plague broke out on the
day of
.
says, how ironic. The new year for trees, the day
we celebrate the growth, is the same day the
happened.
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There are times when we look around and we see nothing more than
desolation and destruction, both in our lives and in the world. And yet, we
have to realize that it's at that very same moment, very same time when
the
is starting and initiating the growth, the blossoming and the
beauty of life. Therefore, on a day like
, which is just around the
corner, we have to remember that once upon a time, things didn't look so
optimistic. But we have to have
and
that the
will
make things great.
Indeed, the world
, locust, means "I will increase". On the surface it
looks like a plague. But in truth, the
is only increasing that
which is good for all of us. (2020)

(

)

You want to know what darkness is? You want to know what gloom is?
, when I pretend not to see you, when I pretend to turn
away to be apathetic, when I don’t care,
when I don’t get
up out of my place to assist, that is
, darkness and gloom. when we
don’t see each other. If we don’t make a effort to learn about a person, to
learn what bothers them, that is
. (Rabbi Ephraim Shapiro from the
Ger Rebbe)

I have a question. One of the reasons of
was so that the
would
not see that 4/5 of the Jews die. Where did those dead Jews end up? How
could the
not realize that so many Jews died? Where did they think
2.4 million Jews went?
Rabbi Zweig told me, it could be that the
could have thought that
4/5th of the Jews left. Remember, that 4/5th wanted to stay (which is why
they died), so to think that only 1/5th stayed is not impossible.
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Why did ' specifically punish the

?

When we were enslaved in
, we were not only
to
, rather
we were
to the entire nation. Even though
was the leader, and
it was because of him that we were in slavery, but in order to enslave an
entire nation, it is not possible for the king to do it alone, he needs the help
of his nation (it is like that in all
, we were not only
to its leader,
rather we were
to the whole nation, like the Nazis). In reality this is a
(
) that says, the whole
ian nation enslaved
.
We find that the

is the
( like we find by
(,
)
). He is the leader of the household. This was the
of the
, that they would appoint the
as the leader of the
household. If so, then the
were also the leaders/rulers of the Jews
they are the ones who instilled hatred for the Jews in to their own
household. So when ' comes to punish the nation of
,
he punished them from the leaders, because they were the ones that
caused us to be enslaved, because of this ' killed the firstborns. (
4/03)
( , )
says

. What is

adding?

The Kotzker Rebbe explains that this comes to emphasize
’s
stubbornness. The whole of
was threatened with the worst plague of
all, which would wipe out such a large portion of
, and nevertheless,
he still went to bed that night.

The
(
) says that really ‘ said that
at midnight, but
changed it to say
, since the
able to figure out exactly when midnight is.
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would take place
would not be

The
asks, that at midnight, the dogs would bark, so there is a
exactly midnight is?
On that night no dog barked, so there would be no

when

.

does not mean it was enough, we don’t need anymore. It would have
been enough of a reason to thank him even had he not done this, we would
be indebted. (Rabbi Zweig)

Really had we not gotten everything it would not have been enough. So
why does it say it would have been enough?
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There is a difference if one comes home and says to his wife, thanks for
the dinner and if one comes home and says thanks for going shopping,
cleaning the chicken, cooking, setting up, serving, and cleaning.
The reason why each step was mentioned was to enumerate all the
praises. This applies in the reverse as well. If you are going to do someone
a favor, I.e. help them get into Yeshiva, if you only help them half way, you
should try hard to finish the job. We mention every step to show how
thankful we are to ' for everything that he did. (Heard from Totty
)

comes from the word ,
, means, enough,
. The
principle of enough. Do we ever say, I have eaten enough, I have good
enough money.
We live thinking that we need more and more.
Freedom is the ability to say

.

When ‘ created the world, the fire wanted to dominate, the water wanted
to dominate. to that, ‘ said, . ‘ turns to us on
, after all that I have
done for you, learn to say . We don’t celebrate our freedom with eating he
biggest delicacies, we celebrate it by eating herbs, and poor mans bread.
We have the ability to say enough. When you cant say enough, you are not
free.
The root is ‘ , whose name is
, why can I say
comes from ‘ , I have whatever I need. (5779)

? Since everything

Is each step really O.K.? Would it really have been enough, why?
My father in law told me the following answer. When he reached the level
of
he thought “wow this is it” how could it get any better than this?
Then he gets sent to the camps and when he gets released he says “wow
now this is really the best”. Then when he got married he said "now I for
sure have reached the top”. But then when he had a kid and then a grand
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kid, every time on that level you say this is it and it can't get any better and
that is what the Jews said every time ' did something for them.

happened before we left

, why is it out of order?

By the fact that the
makes a distinction between our needs and the ,
we see from here that the purpose of the was not only to fulfill our
physical needs to eat in the
. Rather the which is from
, is
something which has no comparison in the physical world and it is
within us
with something that is tangible. The had
therefore '
commanded us to leave over some for the future generations ( ,
)
and when you eat it you are
with it like eating
.(
page
4/03)

If ‘ would have split the sea for the Jewish people when they left Egypt,
but they would not have passed through on dry land, "Dayenu," it would
have been enough. The commentators are bothered. What would splitting
the sea have done if we could not pass through? The Sefer L'hodos
U'lshabeach explains that the key word here is "dry land." The author of the
is saying that it would have been enough if ‘ would have split the sea,
and the Jewish people would have passed through on a muddy surface. ‘
is so kind, however, that He even made a nice dry surface so that the Jews
could enjoy the experience even more. Noticing the details of ‘ 's
kindnesses is a great praise to Him.
We have to look deeper into our blessings, and appreciate every aspect of
them. A man who had his first baby girl after being married for one year
asked Rav Shach, zt"l, if he needed to make a Kiddush to celebrate and
thank ‘ . Rav Shach asked him, "If this child had been born to you after
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eight years of waiting, would you make a Kiddush?"
"Of course," the man said, "What a Simcha that would be!" So Rav Shach
told him, "‘ was so kind to you. He saved you eight years of waiting. Does
that deserve any less of a celebration and thank-you to Him?" (Emuna
Email 2018)

Why? Because of the preparation that were done. We were ready for
. The most important point in coming to
was the preparation for
. This is also the point in counting the
from
to
,
while preparing for
, with all the details. Since all the
preparations were already done, for sure we could say
. We learn from
here the importance of preparation, a man has to put all his abilities to
prepare for good. (Reb Yerucham Lebovitz (
page
) 4/1/01)

What would've been so great about going to
with out accepting the
? Once we reached
, we already reached the level of a
,
when we camped there we were like
and saying "
" this is also a
of a
.
This is
in the
each other.

of

, at

we got closer to

This could be the connection between
and
,
is a
of
,
, if ' would have given us the
of
and not of
, that
would have been enough. (Reb Dovid Povarski (
page
)
3/02)
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Why are you not
without mentioning these three things? All other
of the the
don't require an
and an explanation? What is different
about
? Also, why is it out of order? If the
represents the
bitterness of servitude and the
represents the
, shouldn't we say
(and do)
first? Also, why does it say
, rather than just
?
The

explains that ' told
that "
". But
count the number of years that we were actually in
and it was only 210. Different
explain why we went out early. one
says that the work was so difficult, that it was as if the slavery of 400 years
was compressed into 210. Yet another
explains that the remaining
190 years were made into the 4
that we have had to withstand.
The
gives a proof for the first
which says that they
completed the 400 years which had been compressed into 210. the order
here is
,
, then
. The reason why
comes last, is because the
, which represents the bitterness of
is the reason that we went of
early. The fact that the
was so bad is the reason that brought
us out of
early.
is telling us that if you don't mention
,
representing the extra bitterness, comes last, then
, i.e. we
would not have been
our
on 400 years in
. (Migdal Eider Pg. 56)

Why does it say
The

(

, why not say,

?

)
,
.

The
explain this to mean, that they not only said these thing, but
they LIVED it, they embodied that which they taught.
We say

.
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That is why it says
(Heard from Yossi) (5779)

, he not only said this, he LIVED it.

I want to add on to this, something I read from Rabbi Bender. He asked,
why don’t we make a
on
?
He answered, that
calls for a
.

are made on

that we do, their performance

, however isn’t something that we do, being
that we become.
True
is much more than saying thank you, it is a
recognition, of the favor that was done.
On

is something
,a

, we are not simply retelling what happened, we are LIVING it!

First came the
then came the
, so why does the
and
(which represents the
) come before
which represents bitterness?
When a
is in the middle of committing his wicked acts, he does not feel
the bitterness of his life, because the outer build of
on him sweetens
his sin. Only after the
starts to go on the path of
, does he taste
the taste of death retroactively, and feel the bitterness of his life.
So to by
in
, the whole time that we were immersed in the
of
, we did not feel it, but after “draw forth and take ( ,
)”
they took their hands out of , then retroactively they would feel the
bitterness of their lives.
With this we can understand the order of the
, because before the
beginning of the
the Jews did not feel the depth and quality and
bitterness of their lives, but after
and
, only then did they feel the
bitterness of their
.(
page
4/10/00)
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If tonight is called
, then why do we eat the
which represents
freedom, before the
which represents slavery? What is orderly about
that?
' said to
,(
)
, I will take them out
from the burden of
. The
says that
also means
tolerance,
became tolerant. They said this is ok, being a slave is not so
bad. They had no idea about how bad
was,
first had to get them
out, to stop being tolerant and accepting this state of enslavement. It was
only after
, that we could look back and realize that the enslavement
was really biter.
It wasn't until after
Twerski (CD) 4/06)

that we realize that we just ate

. (Rabbi

DO NOT PICK UP THE SHANK BONE NOR POINT AT IT WHILE
SAYING THIS

You should hold the

and show it to everyone at the

It should have said

?

The
is that we are supposed to leave the effects of
, not just the
land. We are supposed to be moved and changed from the experience, not
just simply to get up and to leave. (Rabbi Aryeh Zev Ginzberg
)
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We have to view this as if we our self left
.
When it happened to you, you don’t get sick of telling it over
You should hold the

and show it to everyone at the

How can bitter herbs not be bitter? On the list in
number 3, and Romaine is number 1.

, Horseradish is

Bitter is not pain, it is a view of life, tasteless, he feels emptiness in
everything that he has done, life gives no joy, no delight. That is worse than
pain. Pain is painful as long as you have pain, if you have a respite, then
there is no pain anymore. The real tragedy of slavery is not hard work, the
difficulty is the feeling of hopeless and worthlessness, everything that you
do is meaningless. That is the way that slavery was set up, they build cities
on quick sand, as soon as they finished all their hard work, it would sink
and you would not see any fruits of your labor. Even a slave, if he is not
getting paid, even though he might be doing back breaking labor, when he
is finished, there is still a sense of accomplishment.
It is like that in any test, if there is no concrete benefit, you feel used and
manipulated. What they tried to do to us, is make us feel used and
manipulated with no productivity.
The lettuce is bland. I can endure pain, because I also have joys. A life of
ups and downs is not terrible. That is a regular life. If you have a life, with
no joy, even if there is no suffering, that is not a life. The emptiness, the
lifeless is what the
represents.
Life with joy and tragedy is life.
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Life with listless is what
represents. No taste, it is not feeling of pain, it
is feeling of bitterness, emptiness.
If you are bitter, your life has no joy in anything you do.
Pain is a lower level. (Rabbi Zweig 2020)

At the
people are
to have many generations sit around the table.
Grandparent with grand child, great parent with a great grandchild.
,
means that you see a continuity, the
of yourself from
your self in your children. That is how you read the words,
, in
each generation, those sitting around your table, the 3 or 4 generations,
, from
, from their parents, in them, and from
them in their own children. (Heard from Rav Ephraim Shapiro
)
Cover the

, pick then up and say

Why say
, do you need to tell a baby to scream for mom, why would a
kid cry till mom comes, it is ingrained in a baby. Davening and praising ‘
has to be natural, that is why it says
, we do not have be told, it should
be natural, there is no
. (Rav Ahron Kotler)

The Vizhnitzer Rebbe had a different way of explaining the words
time of freedom. He said, we must free up our time, and maximize
our ability to learn and do
. Only then can each of us become a true
.
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Put down the cup, uncover the

Why start with

?

The goal of every other
is to get out of
, I would rather not be a
. The first thing that we need to know is that we are
, we left
to become
.
could not understand, you are leaving me
you are going to be new
? Some people have a goal in life to become
the partner, here the goal is to be a
. The first
in
is
is
called
and last
(
) it says
is a
. (Rav Ki tov)

In 1941, 15,000 boys were taken away from their parents, a month later
16,000 girls were taken away from their parents. That year, Rabbi
Wachsmans grandfather (Avraham Klein) had to give the
,
and this is what he said. The
in
(: ) brings down a
between
and
, as to how much
you say on
.
says until
,
says until
.
says that we only say
if the mothers are around with their kids and
happy. Today there is not one mother of children who is happy. But we are
in
and we
like
who says that we even have to say
even
until a rock is transformed into a pond of water, a pond of tears, even then
we are to sing
(heard on a Rabbi Wachsman CD. I also saw this in
Touched by a
page 163)
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What did the sea see?
say that it saw the coffin of
. Why did that
cause it to split? By
,
ran away from her, in order to do that,
he needed to break his nature, so ' overcame nature for us and split the
sea.
is what people put in, what barriers they break. That is what
' did for us. When the
couldn’t fulfill the
, they wanted to do it
anyhow. They went against nature in the most pure way. ' pays us back
. ' broke nature for us. If we want to grow in Judaism, if we
take that first step, ' will be there to help us, he will break down all of the
difficulties. (Rabbi Jaeger (Shor Yoshuv Dinner) 12/17/00)
...
What did the sea see? The bones of
split?

. Why did that cause the sea to

The
ask a question, why did the sea have to split, why didn't the
Jews just fight with the
and defeat them? The Jews did not want to be
, since they lived in
for so long. We see this
in
, he
risked his life by leaving his coat behind, even though this meant that
could use this as evidence against him. But he had
for his
master and he did not want to raise his hand against her. So the sea saw
this
from
that he did not want to be
, so the sea split so that the
Jews would not be
by fighting with the
.(
taken from
, from
5/3/03)
...
What did the sea see? The bones of
caused it to split.

. What about the bones of

The
says that for every body part that
controlled when he was
tempted with
, he was rewarded. Why was he rewarded for
running away, he could have walked away?
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The
asks, when
was facing his test with
, why did
leave his coat behind? Why didn't he put up a fight and take it back, he was
leaving behind prime evidence?
I heard from Reb Chasid the following and with this Dovid Riznitski told me
that you could answer the first question.
When we are faced with
the first thing you have to do is run away from
it. Had
stuck around for a few more seconds, he was scared he might
fail. Therefore he got rewarded for running away as well.
So when the sea saw that
ran away, it also ran right away.

What did the sea see? The bones of
. Why did the bones of
cause
the sea to split? The
in
(. ) says, the nations of the world
came to ' and said, prove to us that the Jews keep the
. ' answered
back, from you (the
) I will prove the the Jews kept the whole
.'
brought
and he testified that
did not serve
. ' brought
and she testified that
was not
in
.
The
in
(. ) says that even though we don't have a
, we
still have the
. Someone who is
, will either fall from a
roof or a
will trample him. Someone who is
will drown in a river.
So if
was
with
, he would've been
. Since there
was no
, he would've drown in a river. Therefore ' said,
in the
of the bones of
, I will split the sea, to prove the the nations that
did not sin. Because had he sinned, he would've needed to drown in the
river. Now this also adds proof that the Jews kept the
.(
page
4/03)
The cup is lifted and the

are covered
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Remember to lean while drinking, and to have in mind to fulfill your
of the

Wash your hands and say

The
, the
during the year, the
to teach us how to do

(

) says
, a person lost a lot
are a way to return the
. They are here
.

. When a person does
, who benefits from it? Who gets the
from these
? All the
live from our
, we are
to
when we sin. How do we get that which we lost,
back? We can do
from today to tomorrow, you have to bring others
back. In
, there is nothing greater than
, taking people who
are
and bringing them back. So the
is
, after you
were
, you cleaned yourself from your
, now you should tell
other to do the same. That is why the
is next to the
, because he
has to bring the
back.
The
says, the
can use his
does not say
, because he is not a
)

very quick to become a
, it
yet. (Rav Schorr CD from

We should remember the hurried exodus out of
Pick up the two whole
with the broken one in between them, say
. Let the bottom
fall to the table and recite the
for
only on the top one and broken one.
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Be careful not to talk between the
have 2
of
)

and eating (

you should

The proper
for
is between ¼ and ½ of a hand
. The
used to measure with a piece the size of one’s palm and fingers minus
the thumb. For
, ¼ of a
is sufficient. One is not required to eat more
than that. (Rabbi Forst also said, that only the person who is making the
needs to eat 2
of
)

The Satmar Rebbe said that
every second. It says in
,

teaches us that we need to work on it

You cant leave the dough of
without working it even for one moment,
but while you are working with it, even if all day long, it wont become
.
You see from here, when someone is working and doing good things, you
are not going to come and sin. As long as you are actively doing things,
your chance of sinning are much less. Only when something is
, left
alone, might you come to sin.
On
, there are more
to do, that is
, when you are sitting
around doing nothing, that is when you might come to sin. (5779)

The

says that they do not need to be dipped into salt.

Before we eat the

,we should remember the bitter life as servants
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Have in mind that this

also covers the

eaten at

Many
today say that we should use Romaine lettuce for
. What is
so bitter about romaine? The
say, that if you would let the lettuce
stay in the ground a little longer, it would become bitter. So initially it is not,
but if you would wait a little longer, it would become bitter.
The
enslaved us
, which the
say means,
, with
a soft sweet tone. They did not immediately put us in to hard work.
himself started working with the bricks himself, and they said, look how
this work is. And then they got the Jews to do hard work. So initially
they got them to work in a sweet way and then later they made the work a
bitter enslavement.
That is the nature of
, it is not necessarily bitter to begin with, it can be
very sweet to being with. But if it is going to turn into something bitter, you
have to know that it is
even when it is sweet.
That is true with every addiction. The person who starts off using drugs, no
problem, it is a pleasant feeling, it is great. But what about the end? It is
bitter.
are telling us that there can be things that seem to be very sweet, but
what we have to do is look toward the end and see that they are really
bitter. We have to be especially careful with
because
and
have
the same numerical value, sometimes something sweet can result in death.
(Rabbi Twerski (CD) 4/6)

The

(

) says,
, that we should kiss the
. On the night of the
we need
to show that we understand the
, we need to understand that the
is
for our benefit.
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All year this is very hard to understand, to see the good in a very difficult
situation, but on the night of
, we are
to be elevated to be able to
see the good, even in
, up to the point that we kiss the
, and to love
the
, because we recognize that it is good for us. (Rav Schors Hagada
page
2020)

Why on the night of freedom, do we eat
reminded of the bitter times?

, why would we want to be

We have to realize that even when it felt like
, it was also that was
good. The point of eating
is not to relive the bitter times, but we have
to realize that is also good.
That is why we close eyes when we say
, to say I don’t understand the
world around me, I cant understand, seeing is not believing, it is an
allusion, you are the one that is really in control, that is what I am admitting.
(5779)
____________________________________________________________
The Ishbetzer explains why we eat an egg during the
. An egg is the
only thing to have two births, 1) The Hen lays an egg and 2) the egg
hatches. We also have two births. The first night of
is our birth. By
( , ) it says
, in
( , ) it says
, two times. The
second birth is by
, because
is only on credit (like the
says, it says in the
(page 398 in the back of the Artscroll Yair
Yitzchok Siddur),
, which is a
of credit. All the
of
is on
credit). The purpose of the first birth was only to get to
. (Rabbi
Jaeger 4/9/05)

You take a
of the third
no
. You dip it into

and
of
, eat them together with
, wipe off the excess
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You take
?

and

and put them together, What is the symbolism of the

To take the two main symbols,
which represents freedom and
which represents slavery and put them together.
had

moments, and

moments,

had
moments, the
(:
), speaks about how poor
was,
he was so poor, that he did not even have enough money to get into the
so he went up to the skylight to hear
.
also had
moments, the
(:
) says that
knew the
that
can be slaughtered on
, he was promoted to be
. He knew
that both moments are part of his experience,
We say in

(

)

1) The difficulty the anguish the pain, in the
moments
2) I will raise the cup of salvation and call out to ‘ , in the

calls ‘
3) A
, a situation which could have been
salvation, in that situation, we also call out to ‘

calls ‘
moments

and turned out to be

We combine to recognize and appreciate the fact, that all moment, come
from ‘ , especially the night of
, with
and
, it all comes from ‘ .
(Rabbi Eliyahu Wolf in the name of Rabbi Mordechai Willig 5779)
Some people have the

to eat a egg after
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,

We have an egg on the
, the
?

plate which represents the mourning of
. What does this have to do with

In
, the
states that the 1st day of
, the day of the week, will
always be the exact same day as
. The obvious
question is why? What does
have to do with
?
explains is that both
are seemingly the 2
worst days in our history, the destruction of the
and the breaking of the
. However, when we look at what happened at that time in truth ‘ was
being
the
to the
. On the
we know the
were broken, but we also know the
in
(. ) that tells us,
. Why? Explains
because we were now
to
which will carry us throughout our
to
. The
in
tells us that
is born on
. At the point of
destruction when it seems its all over, ‘ is placing into the
an
amazing
,a
when it seems all there is, is a
.
When
came to
the
in
explains something
amazing,
, the mother of their savior (
) was born
! They
didn't even enter into
and ‘ was already preparing the
!
This
was instilled in us by
, we were able to look back and put
all the pieces together and see the complete ‘
, able to realize that He is
always placing
before the
. (Andy Lauber
)

You take two

of
that you set aside for the
, this is
, you have to lean when you eat this.

You pour the third cup.
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You drink the third cup, make sure to lean, you do not make a
, have in mind that you are fulfilling the
of the
.

You pour the fourth cup, you also fill the
door.
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and open the front

The reason why we divide the
into two parts is that the first two
paragraphs of
refer to the redemption at the time of
, while
the concluding four paragraphs refer to the final redemption. The final
redemption and exaltation of the
cannot take place until the wicked
are humbled.
refers to the final purging of the wicked which will
preceded the ultimate triumph of the righteous. (
)
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You drink the fourth cup, remember to lean. Have in mind that you are
fulfilling the
of the
.
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There were once
who asked their Rebba a
for
. The
Rebba responded that they should say,
, but the Rebba did not
specify which
. So there was a
amongst the
, some said,
the Rebba meant, we asked for physical success so he meant
. Others said no, if we are successful in
, then will be successful in
, so the Rebba meant
. They went back and forth, as to
who was right. Finally one of the
asked the Rebba, which one did
you mean? He said, you were both wrong, I meant,
, that is
the
for
.
Why is
a
for
? A master is obligated to take care
of his servant. If we are telling ' that we are his slaves, then that means he
is our master, and a master is obligated to take care of their slaves. (Rabbi
Aryeh Zev Ginzberg 2006)
We are telling ‘ that he is a slave the son of a slave. The
has a
question, that we are not able to learn out
(a slave that you bought
in the market) from
(a slave that was born in your house). We are
telling ‘ that we are more trustworthy, because we are the slave the son of
a slave, we are
. (Rav Schorr)
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Why don’t we use a word like
We want to be finished with

, why
,
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, were finished with?
, we want the real thing.
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is on the 8th day,

is only one day?

went to bath house and was crying since he did not have any
,
and then he remembered
. Was he
at that time? If
you are bouncer, if no one comes, and you did nothing the whole night, do
you get paid any less? Of course not, your job is to be
.A
is the
stamp that we are connected to ‘ . 8 days symbolizes that it is not just one
moment, same with
.
has to permeate the whole week and
has to permeate your whole life. (Rav
)
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How does "nine months of pregnancy" fit in? All the other items connect in
some way to holiness and spirituality. Where is the spirituality in the natural
cycle of a nine-month pregnancy?
R' Yosef Sholom Elyashiv explains: The entire miracle of
came
about through
.
, himself, was saved miraculously from the
hands of the Egyptian oppressors who murdered every newborn Jewish
boy. But if not for the fact that
was born pre maturely in the seventh
month his mother could have not outwitted the Egypian hunters and saved
him, for they only began searching for him after the full nine-month term.
Thus, the natural order of a nine-month pregnancy was precisely what
allowed
to remain hidden ultimately saving his life!
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It is fascinating that that
is closely related to
. One
. Meaning:
we all seem to come from different places, and have different stories. But
at the end of the day, it’s all one story. (
)
____________________________________________________________
We end with
-we acknowledge that we don’t understand everything,
life it is a riddle, we end
, we might only see
, we
might only see the dog or cat, we cant ask why only we can ask what, at
the end of the
, when we feel tremendously close to ‘ , we end with a
riddle, we will never understand you, but still we sing
, we still
singing a song of praise and love at the end of the
.

And the stick came and hit the dog
As a
collector once came to an office and he said “Before you give me
a check, would you mind if I ask you a question on the
? It is the
easiest question you have ever heard. If you can answer it, I don’t want the
check; however, if you cannot answer it, I want double.”
“Okay, go ahead,”
“In Chad Gadya, we read how a man purchased a goat for two zuzim.
Along came a cat and ate the goat; along came a dog and ate the cat;
along came a stick and hit the dog; fire then burnt up the stick; water then
extinguished the fire; the cow then drank the water; the slaughterer then
slaughtered the cow; the angel of death then killed the slaughterer; and
then ‘ smote the angel of death.
Everything naturally makes sense in the sequence of events. Cats eat
goats, dogs eat cats, water extinguishes fire, cows drink water and so on.
But I have one question. How did the stick hit the dog? Sticks don’t walk. It
should have said that a person came with a stick and hit the dog. But it
doesn’t say that.
“Double the check please,” he said.
“Let me tell you the answer,” he continued. “The
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was written in this

way for a reason. When you read the story of Chad Gadya everything
appears to occur naturally. But there is something the author of the
put into the middle of the story that doesn’t make sense. A stick appears on
its own and hits the dog. When you read this, you immediately raise your
eyebrows and say, “Wait a second! How did the stick get there?” And then
you realize that it must be ‘ holding the stick. And that being the
case, the same is true of all the other “natural” sequence of events.
Nothing is natural and happens by itself. Even the cat eating the goat
and the water extinguishing the fire is the hand of ‘ .”
All throughout the hardships in our lives, we can never think it is natural. At
the end of the
when we read about the events of Chad Gadya, we are
meant to think of all the events in our own personal lives. And then we are
to realize that even the stick that hits and the hardships that confront us are
from ‘ . He is behind our lives every step of the way.
With this we can answer another question.
If in Chad gad ya, the cat ate the goat that means that the
goat-good
cat-bad
dog-good
stick-bad
fire-good
water-bad
cow-good
shochet-bad
Malcoh Hamaves-good
‘ ........
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How can that be?
For a Yid everything has to start from ‘ . ‘ is good, which means
goat- bad
cat-good
dog- bad
stick- good
fire- bad
water- good
cow- bad
shochet- good
Malcoh Hamaves-bad
Which obviously means ‘ is good.
The lesson for us is that everything has to start with ‘ . (2018)

Rav Noson Adler had many people who were sharply critical of him, since
they found his manner of ‘
to be different from that they were used
to.
Once Rav Noson was sitting in the corner of a Beis Medrash, unrecognized
and unnoticed by the people present. Suddenly, he overheard a
conversation that was very critical of him, and his
in ‘
. The
speakers did not realize that the subject of their conversation as listen to
they every word. Rav Noson approached them and asked them the
following question question.
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In
, we understand that the “cat that ate the kid” was wrong, and
consequently it follows that “the staff that hit the dog” was wrong.
Therefore, “the fire that consumed the staff” was right. Thus, “the water that
extinguished the fire was wrong”. And as such, “the ox that drank the
water” did the proper thing. This then means that “the Shochet who
slaughtered the ox” was wrong, and thus “the angel of death” was justified
in taking revenge on the Shochet. The question remains therefore, why did
the Holy One blessed be he, punished the angel of death?
Rav Noson himself gave the following answer. It is true that the cat bit the
lamb, and it may not have been justified in doing so. Therefore, the father
was right to be angry at the cat, and to seek to punish it. But the argument
was between the father and the cat, so what right did the dog have to fan
the flames of the strife by joining an argument that did not concern him?
consequently, the dog was actually more guilty that the cat that bit the
lamb, and therefore the stick was justified in hitting the dog, and so on.
Thus, following this train of succession, the angel of death was certainly
guilty of deserving of punishment.
When we see a
among
, we should not see to fan the
flames of strife by getting involved. For even if we perceive one side of the
as more correct than the other, nevertheless our participation in the
disagreement only adds to the controversy, and may even be more harmful
in the end that the possibly erroneous opinion that may have been the
issue in the first place. (Rabbi Yitzchok Sender 2020)
____________________________________________________________

There are two times that we say
only by these two, and not by any other
between
and
that we are saying

, here and by
. Why
? What is the connection
?

These two
, the
of
of the day are not being done. By
,
the
was the
of the
, and by
it is the
. Now by both
, we are not able to do the
. Therefore we include,
, by both of these
. (Heard from Chesky Kopel from
Rav Daniel Shreiber
)
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is a
of
, a jump-start. We went from the depths of
out of
.
taught us to dream. Someone once came to Reb Gedalyah
Schorr and said,
say if you look at
, it is going to remind you of
the sea which will remind you of the sky which will remind you of the
heaven which will remind you of the
. How is that
? Who is
really thinking that? So he answered him back like this. There is a
that
you are not allowed to look at colored garments of a women, because it
might lead you to have improper thoughts. Do you understand that? Why,
because everyone has a
, a thought process. If your thought
process is
, and if you are constantly thinking about
, then you
could look at
and say ahh!!
. Reb Avraham Schorr said that
this is
by the
when we say
. Where does this come from?
Do you know what
did to us? We skipped to be able to connect
ourselves with ' . We are taking a word and seeing what we associate it
with. This is what the
is doing. Now at the end of the
, our
thought process is so pure, not only in
, but also in
. So when
we say 1, what does it bring to mind? Since we are in the
thought
process, we are thinking
and that is the connection that we are going
to make. (Rabbi Diamond 4/10/02)

Why do we send the kids to open the door for

?

is
, so we send the kids to greet him. (Belzer Rav
(Heard from Rabbi Wachsman))
____________________________________________________________
The
in
says that we have four cups of wine
the four
of
. We have a
to pour a fifth cup for the
of
, we call
it
. The reason is because there is a
in the
if we
need a fifth cup (
). Because when
ultimately comes, he
will not only decide if we need a fifth cup or not, he will clarify all our
.
Therefore we pour a cup out of
, but we don't drink it, and we call it
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, because when
this one.

comes, he will reveal all the

, including

(:
page
) takes this a step further. How do we
know that
will answer all our doubts?
(
). We
go ahead and pour a cup for
, Showing that we anticipate him coming,
and when he comes he will answer all our doubts.
The Kotzker Rebbe asked the Chassid to open the door for
.
The student went to the door with anticipation but returned with a
disappointed look on his face that he did not merit the
. Fool, said
the Kotzker,
doesn't come through the door he comes through the
brain. (
(
page
) 4/03)
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